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Editorial  •   In Memory of Iz: Dr. Israel Greenwald  
                             Ilana Gelfond-Polnariev, OD • State University of New York College of Optometry

                             New York, New York

Dr. Israel (Iz) Greenwald was an exemplary teacher, 
mentor, and human being. He is known as a legend 
among his vision therapy colleagues nationally and 
internationally. The unexpected and surprising news 
of Iz passing deeply saddened me and our community.  
I fondly recall the first time I met Iz at his practice in 
Staten Island, NY when I was in high school. Iz was a 
true gentleman—always dapper, even-tempered, and 
mild-mannered. His passion for optometry, and in 
particular for pediatrics and vision therapy, inspired 
me to pursue this field and fostered dreams of helping 
generations of patients. I’m humbled and thrilled that 
I followed in his footsteps.

During my residency training at SUNY College 
of Optometry, I found his lectures captivating and 
invaluable. The depth and breadth of his knowledge 
was astounding, which was no surprise, considering 
that he was a life-long learner. The way that he 
connected with patients of all ages was simply 
remarkable. He would often whisper quietly to a child 
in order to draw their attention—it was magical and 
always worked. He helped thousands of patients over 

his long and successful career. I had an opportunity 
to work closely alongside Iz for over 15 years. I gained 
from his clinical wisdom and modeled his deft ability 
to interact with patients. What better way to learn and 
to help others than to observe and to discuss patient 
care directly with the field’s legend?

Iz wore many notable hats and made significant 
contributions to the field of optometry. He served as 
a faculty member at the SUNY College of Optometry, 
where he was an Adjunct Clinical Professor; a past 
president of the New York State Optometric Association 
(NYSOA); an examining member of the IECB; an author; 
and a lecturer in the area of strabismus. He practiced 
with Dr. Frederick Brock, another legend. I would tease 
Iz that he used the original Brock string in the practice 
to treat his patients. We did actually use the original 
Brock posture board at the practice! It was remarkable 
to use the original equipment. 

I loved our frequent discussions on countless and 
varied clinical cases, accompanied by a cup of tea and 
an apple or some nuts. During our years together on 
the IECB, we made sure that all of the meals included a 
healthy option, as Iz desired. It took me over 10 years 
to be able to call him Iz (instead of Dr. Greenwald) as 
he gently suggested during our casual chats. 

As the news of Iz’s passing spread throughout 
our profession and social media, the outpouring of 
tributes from the hundreds of doctors who he inspired 
resonated with us all. My approach in treating patients 
and teaching students will always be deeply grounded 
in what Iz taught me, directly and indirectly. He will be 
missed dearly but remembered forever.
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Guest Column  •   Financial Independence: A Critical Part of Our   
                                     Professional Goals
                                                   Richard Laudon, OD • Boston, Massachusetts

In our life cycle from birth to death, we encounter 
many challenges. One significant variable is our quest 
for financial independence. Our relationship with 
money is often skewed by our parents’ opinions, our 
own life experiences, and our limited educational 
exposure to concepts related to finance.

Unfortunately, our educational system has failed us 
in this realm. In our classrooms, we spend an incredible 
amount of time on subjects that have little positive 
impact on our ultimate quality of life. Understanding the 
ins and outs of money management is not considered 
an essential part of our educational programs. For this 
reason, financial illiteracy is epidemic in our country, 
as well as across the entire world.  

Personal finance is taboo in both our optometric 
curricula and our continuing education programs. 
The decision to avoid presenting any concepts related 
to personal financial decision-making is old-school 
thinking. In truth, you cannot manage a thriving 
practice while your household finances are in chaos. 
Current practice management courses are still focusing 
on managing a private practice, while our graduating 
optometrists are entering an era dominated by 
corporate practice.

Worries related to money matters have a negative 
impact on our relationships, marriages, stress levels, 
and mental/physical functioning. Debt blindness, like 
any other chronic condition, can have devastating 
effects on our overall wellbeing. In other words, debt 
is crushing the aspirations of our younger generations, 
while Baby Boomers are entering retirement still 
paying off their children’s college loans. Our quality 
of life has been severely limited by our lack of basic 
knowledge in money management and investing. 
Ironically, our financial education has been relegated 

to individuals within the financial community, who 
may have a conflict of interest when determining their 
professional recommendations.

As in all of our life experiences, there are good and 
bad outcomes based on ethics and incentives. The 
history of successful Ponzi schemes has always been 
based on trust. In my experience, our relationship 
with financial planners and advisors has the potential 
to lead to financial uncertainty and disappointment. 
After a series of financial debacles, based on blindly 
following the advice of two different financial planners, 
my mantra became, “If I was going to lose money, I was 
going to do it myself.”

As my career in binocular vision and vision therapy 
evolved, I realized that there were some similarities 
between my expertise in optometry and the complex 
world of money management. These insights were 
based on the importance of developmental and 
behavioral components in both areas. There was also 
a degree of skepticism regarding the efficacy of these 
approaches.

In a series of articles on Medium entitled “Stepping 
into the Financial Wilderness,” I focused on three 
different phases in my own personal journey. For this 
column, I plan to use a similar format, with an emphasis 
on the following:

• Age of Denial: Focusing on the beginning of this 
journey and facing the challenges of balancing 
debt with developing an appropriate financial 
plan

• Age of Uncertainty: Focusing on the professional 
and financial challenges encountered during 
the transition years of our careers

• Age of Misperceptions: Focusing on the 
important concerns regarding retirement in 
both the pre and post time frames.

I have certainly made my share of mistakes. The 
demonization of mistakes is a significant flaw within 
our educational system. Tom Corley1 addresses this 
issue in the following summary: “Mistakes and failure 
are nothing more than lessons to be learned. They are 
not reflections of our incompetence, lack of education, 
or some character flaw. They are just things to learn 
from. Focus on your successes versus your mistakes 
or failures.” In real life, one needs to confront their 
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mistakes in a positive manner rather than being 
embarrassed by them. 

In the realm of money management and investing, 
there is a greater chance of making a bad financial 
decision than of maintaining a perfect record. As 
stated by Charles Ellis in his excellent book, Winning the 
Loser’s Game,2 no one has a perfect record in predicting 
the stock market direction or in consistently finding 
the right investment opportunity. Black and white 
decision-making needs to be replaced by different 
shades of gray. In other words, it is about probabilities 
without any guarantees for a successful outcome.

Beyond mistakes, time is another key factor in 
one’s quest for financial independence. An underlying 
rationale for not implementing a financial plan or 
planning for the future is the lack of time. In my 
experience, this response is often a cover-up for 
feeling overwhelmed by one’s money matters or a fear 
of losing one’s money. Over a lifetime, this approach is 
the formula for a financial disaster.

The bottom line is that we need to make money 
management a priority. The creation of a financial plan 
on an index card is an important step in developing a 
road map to achieving this specific goal. The book The 
Index Card3 by Helaine Olen and Harold Pollack, which 
has a subtitle, ‘Why Personal Finance Doesn’t Have to 
Be Complicated,” is a wonderful resource for anyone 
seeking assistance on their own personal journey. 

If extenuating circumstances do not allow for a self-
directed management of one’s assets, co-management 
with a competent professional is always an option, 
which commonly occurs in our clinical practices. In this 

relationship, an advisor and/or planner must conform 
to the fiduciary standard for this arrangement to have 
any degree of credibility. It is also critical that you 
are involved in setting realistic goals and monitoring 
the status of your proposed plan at appropriate time 
frames.

The goal of this series of columns is to raise 
awareness of some of the peaks and valleys encountered 
on one’s journey to financial independence. In finishing 
this introduction, I want to share an anonymous quote, 
which helped me during my quest for freedom from 
nagging money worries. It states the following: “If you 
don’t think money matters, try living without it.” 

                       
References
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Article  •   Visual Neural Timing Problems May Interfere with Reading, 
Attention, and Memory: Looking Beyond 20/20 Acuity  

                    Teri Lawton, PhD • Encinitas, California

                        John Shelley-Tremblay, PhD • University of South Alabama • Mobile, Alabama 

                         John Stein, MD • University of Oxford • Oxord, England

ABSTRACT

Much evidence has now accumulated to suggest 
that a fundamental deficit in developmental 
dyslexia (in older adults) and in traumatic brain 
injury (TBI) is impaired operation of the visual timing 
functions mediated by the magnocellular system. 
This review summarizes these deficits and how 
they can be remediated rapidly by a short period of 
exercises aimed at improving sensitivity to moving 
gratings. Such movement-discrimination exercises 
activate both low and high levels in the visual 
magnocellular system, affecting both feedforward 
and feedback pathways. The exercises seem to 
boost reading by improving visual attention, 
memory, and executive-control networks. If the 
exercises precede conventional vision therapy, 
then all targeted cognitive skills seem to improve. 
The effect on reading of correcting visual timing 
deficits in the magnocellular pathways suggests 
that visual-movement discrimination plays a 
very important part in the acquisition of reading 
skills, not only in people with dyslexia, but also 
in typically developing children. Moreover, 
this research supports the hypothesis that 
faulty synchronization of parvocellular with 
magnocellular visual pathways in the dorsal 
stream is a fundamental cause of dyslexia and 
argues that the phonological reading deficiencies 
in dyslexia are often secondary to impaired 
development of the visual magnocellular timing 
system. Our studies call for a paradigm shift from 
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The developmental optometrist often finds a new 

patient with 20/20 acuity, yet who reads words very 
slowly and with many mistakes. This is a tell-tale sign 
of developmental dyslexia (DD), a problem that affects 
over 43 million people in the United States.1 DD is a 
specific learning disability that is neurobiological 
in origin. It is characterized by difficulties with 
accurate and/or fluent word recognition and by poor 
spelling and decoding abilities that cause problems 
in reading comprehension.2 What are the best tests 
to reveal the source of this problem? This review 
will present convergent evidence that these reading 
problems involve neural timing issues caused by 
impaired development of motion-sensitive cells 
(magnocellular neurons) in the visual system. This 
review will also demonstrate that in those with 
dyslexia, magnocellular deficits can be detected in 
the retina, lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), and the 
visual cortical areas V1 and V3. The latter provide the 
input to the visual-motion areas, the middle temporal 
(MT) and medial superior temporal (MST) cortex, and 
to the dorsal visuomotor and attentional processing 
pathway. These deficits affect both feedforward and 
feedback pathways between visual, parietal, and 
frontal areas. 

In treating dyslexia, there has recently been a 
shift from analyzing component-process deficits to 
measuring outcomes. This deemphasizes possible 
etiological mechanisms of dyslexia (phonology, 
visual processing, oculomotor, etc.) and thus leaves 

phonologically based to visually based methods 
for remediating dyslexia. Such a shift is needed 
as well for older adults and following concussion. 
Importantly, this adaptive training shows cognitive 
transfer to tasks not trained, significantly improving 
a person’s quality of life rapidly and effectively. 

Keywords: attention/memory/reading/executive 
control networks, cortical plasticity, magnocellular 
deficits, perceptual learning, remediating cognitive 
skills, timing deficits
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clinical researchers in the difficult position of not 
being able to appeal to causal theories to justify their 
approaches. One consequence of this change has 
been an emphasis on confirming a failure to respond 
to adequate instruction prior to diagnosis, the so-
called “response to intervention” (RTI). Thus, since 
2013, research has shifted away from possible causes 
of dyslexia and more towards ensuring the correct and 
equitable use of the diagnosis, exemplified by the RTI 
movement.3 This paper seeks to present the growing 
scientific evidence that the symptoms of dyslexia 
(poor word accuracy, reading rate or fluency, and 
reading comprehension) are well explained by neural 
timing deficits and suggests a return to considering 
possible neurobiological causes of the disorder. 
This approach has many potential advantages for 
the clinician, including the development of novel 
treatments based on training to mitigate visual 
timing deficits.

Neuroscience of Motion Processing
 The parvo (pattern) visual pathways are most 

active during stable fixation and have a response 
time about 10 msec slower than the magno (motion) 
pathways. However, in people with dyslexia, magno 
pathways have been found to be 20-40 msec slower 
than in those without dyslexia.4-6 Therefore, in dyslexic 
patients, the motion and pattern pathways are not 
in sync or working together properly, so the brain’s 
reading networks are slowed down. This slowdown 
causes problems with paying attention, multitasking, 

sequential processing, and remembering visual 
forms easily,7-14 as shown in this short movie: https://
youtube/LDdhuhPeXNI. 

The visual system has a fast magnocellular 
channel for the purpose of selective attention, 
together with a slower parvocellular channel.15,16 

Normally, the magnocellular pathways signal fixation 
on the beginning and end of a word as well as the 
location of individual letters.17 The word’s overall 
form is deciphered by the parvocellular pathways. 
Sluggish motion cells make it difficult to locate the 
beginning and end of a word or to identify the order 
of letters in it, causing mis-sequencing and confusion; 
hence, slow reading, as shown in Figure 1. Thus, slow 
neural pathways cause the brain to misdirect visual 
attention, confuse what the eye sees, and reduce the 
ability to remember the visual forms of words. 

The Role of Magnocellular Deficits in Dyslexia
The magnocellular and parvocellular pathways 

project from the retina, through the LGN (in different 
layers), to the visual cortex, where they bifurcate 
into dorsal and ventral visual pathways.18 The 
magocellular timing pathway is thus specialized for 
processing the location and movement of objects in 
space.19-23 It projects from the primary visual cortex, 
V1 (layers 4Cα and 4B), V2 (thick stripes), through 
visual area MT to the MST area.18,24 Then it projects 
into the intraparietal sulcus of the posterior parietal 
cortex (PPC), a selective spatial-attention area25 that 
is also involved in event timing.26 The PPC provides 

Figure 1. Word distortions caused by magnocellular timing deficits preventing word location from being detected before deciphering 
individual letters.
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the input to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), 
where working memory is encoded. These are also 
the predominant cortical areas involved in executive 
control.27 This is in contrast to the ventral stream, 
which receives both magnocellular and parvocellular 
inputs as it projects from V1 (layer 4Cβ) to V2 (thin 
stripes and interstripes), V3, V3A, V4, and V628 and on 
to the inferotemporal (IT) cortex, an area specialized 
for extracting the details related to an object’s color 
and shape.18,19,22,23 The faster transmission time of the 
magnocellular neurons projecting predominantly to 
the dorsal stream enable it to feed back to the striate 
cortex and to the ventral stream in order to direct 
parvocellular neurons to decipher the individual 
letters in a word.8,9,15,16,29-31 Moreover, feedback in the 
dorsal stream from MT to V1 improves figure/ground 
discrimination,32 which is required when reading to 
distinguish the letters in the word being fixated from 
the surrounding text. Furthermore, feedback from 
MT has its strongest effects for low-salience stimuli,32 
such as low-contrast patterns having less than 10% 
contrast; i.e., those patterns that maximally activate 
magnocellular neurons.33,34 

People with dyslexia have magnocellular 
responses that are 20-40 msec slower than are found 
in typically developing observers;4,5 this is 2-4 times 
slower than the normal magnocellular lead time of 
10-20 msec.6,35 Some investigators hypothesize that in 
those with dyslexia, a lack of synchronization in timing 
between magnocellular and parvocellular activations 
may prevent effective sequential processing, pattern 
analysis, and figure/ground discrimination and 
hence impede the development of efficient reading 
and attention skills.7-11,14,15,29,30,36-43 Our working 
hypothesis9,39 is that in those with dyslexia, the 
magnocellular neurons in the dorsal cortical visual 
pathway (V1-MT) are sluggish, causing visual timing 
deficits at all levels of visual processing.4,5 These 
disrupt processing in the dorsal stream, as shown 
by those with dyslexia having reduced activity in 
MT.44,45 These visual timing deficits thus limit patients’ 
reading acquisition. 

Convergent evidence confirms that many of 
those with dyslexia demonstrate impairments in 
movement-discrimination tasks that rely upon 
magnocellular functioning. People with dyslexia 
have been found to have motion-perception deficits 
at each of the following processing levels in the 
magnocellular (motion) stream: 

1. The retinal level when measured using the 
frequency-doubling illusion46-49

2.  The LGN, where the magnocellular layers have 
been found to be 30% smaller and more 
disorganized5,50

3.   V1, measured using VEPs4,5,51,52 
4.  V1 and MT, using both fMRI brain imaging44,45 

and magnetoencephalography (MEG) brain 
imaging,11,12 as well as psychophysical tests 
of movement discrimination relative to a 
stationary background7-10,14,36-39

5. MT, using motion coherence for direction 
discrimination53-58 

6.   Lateral intraparietal cortex (LIP) and frontal eye 
fields (FEF), anterior cortical areas activated by 
saccades, based on saccade and anti-saccade 
training tasks,59 causing text to appear to move, 
a symptom that many people with dyslexia 
report60,61

7.   Parietal structures, prefrontal language systems, 
cerebellum, basal ganglia,62 and hubs of the 
attention networks.11-13 

These results suggest a strong relationship 
between dorsal-stream processing and reading ability, 
such that poor dorsal-stream processing caused by 
sluggish magno (motion) cells is associated with both 
slower timing and poorer reading skills. 7-11,14,15,29,36,37,40-

43,48,55,56,63,64 In fact, motion sensitivity in individuals 
predicts orthographic reading skills in both good and 
poor readers.65,66 People with dyslexia have sluggish 
motion cells that do not signal the pattern-sensitive 
cells properly, causing difficulty in isolating and 
identifying the critical elements needed for reading, 
such as the beginning and end of the word and the 
order of its letters. Overall, research finds that there 
is an imbalance between magno- and parvocellular 
systems in those with dyslexia.67 People with dyslexia 
therefore lack the ability to process sequential 
information quickly and accurately, causing deficits 
in both reading speed and comprehension. 

Left-right movement-discrimination training7-9,14,39 
uses a key motion metric by measuring the contrast 
sensitivity for discriminating the left or right direction 
of a moving pattern.68 Cells in the motion area MT 
are optimally tuned to the direction of moving 
patterns69 and are activated optimally by low-contrast 
patterns.34 In movement-discrimination training, the 
direction of movement is tested relative to stationary, 
textured background patterns that enable the lowest 
contrast thresholds for movement discrimination to 
be measured.70-72 This paradigm uses a configuration 
found in natural scenes; e.g., when following the 
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movements of a bird as it circles down to its nest in 
a lagoon, disappearing and reappearing against the 
camouflage of the landscape. Only when movement 
discrimination is done relative to a background 
do all types of dyslexic patients show movement-
discrimination deficits.7-9 Moreover, these moving 
patterns must consist of dim achromatic stripes, since 
these are the patterns optimal for activating motion 
(magno) cells. In fact, once the contrast (difference in 
luminance between dark and light bars) exceeds 10%, 
the magno cells saturate and no longer convey new 
information to higher processing levels.33 Normally, 
the motion cells signal not only the beginning and 
end of each word, but also shifts of attention or eye 
movements from letter to letter, enabling the high-
resolution pattern cells (parvocellular neurons) to 
attend to each and fill in the details. However, when 
the motion cells are not fast enough, this delay causes 
many problems.

Improving Magnocellular Function Improves Feedback 
from Higher to Lower Cortical Areas

The particular movement-discrimination training 
patterns7-10,14,37-39 are vertical sinewave gratings; 
they were designed to activate motion-sensitive 
(magnocellular) neurons differentially in the V1-
MT network22,32,73-75 relative to pattern-sensitive 
(parvocellular) neurons. Therefore, they are effective 
in improving magno-parvo integration timing 
deficits at both low and high levels of visual motion 
processing. Improving contrast sensitivity for figure/
ground discrimination (moving test stripes vs. 
stationary background stripes) is needed in order 
to provide an effective training stimulus to improve 
dorsal stream function.7-10,14,39 

Direction discrimination using motion coherence 
has not been found to be such an effective training 
paradigm78 because only in MT and higher processing 
levels are neurons selectively sensitive to motion 
coherence.76,77 Instead, we use vertical sinewave 
gratings for contrast sensitivity-based movement-
discrimination training,7-10,14,37-39 since these 
differentially activate all motion-sensitive neurons, 
beginning peripherally in the retina and continuing to 
all subsequent visual cortical areas. Studies that have 
questioned the hypothesis that people with dyslexia 
have magnocellular deficits79-82 have tended to use 
stimuli that are not optimal for activating direction-
selective cells in the early V1-MT network,74,83 using 
either flicker or high-contrast random dot patterns 
without a background pattern. 

When reading, it has been proposed that the PPC 
uses the spatial information of the location and overall 
shape and form of a word that is received through 
the rapid motion-sensitive pathway to gate the 
information that is going through the ventral temporal 
stream.15 The information is gated via attentional 
feedback to the striate and inferotemporal cortex and 
other regions in the occipitotemporal cortex,15,84-86 
most likely done by top-down feedback, which uses 
synchronized neuronal oscillations at the lower end 
of the gamma (30-100 Hz) frequency range.16 This 
in turn is used by the pattern-sensitive neurons in 
the ventral stream, using coupled alpha/gamma 
oscillations regulated by the pulvinar for sequential 
processing,87 as a starting point for deciphering the 
individual letters.15,16 In fact, the visual word form area 
(VWFA) in the ventral stream, where the visual shapes 
of words are analyzed in detail,88 receives significant 
magnocellular input from the dorsal stream to direct 
the VWFA’s attention to which word it should analyze 
next.16,89 It is likely that the dyslexic reader’s deficit in 
attentional focus15,29,90,91 is a consequence of sluggish 
motion-sensitive neurons preventing the linked 
pattern-sensitive neurons from being able to isolate 
and sequentially process the relevant information 
that is needed for reading,15,29,92 and not from an 
information overload, as was proposed previously.93 

Each cycle of gamma oscillation focuses an 
attentional spotlight on the primary visual-cortical 
representation of just one or two letters in order 
to recognize those letters in the right sequence to 
concatenate them into words.16 The timing, period, 
envelope, amplitude, and phase of the synchronized 
oscillations that are modulating the incoming signals 
to the striate cortex have a profound influence on 
the accuracy and the speed of reading. The speed 
determined by the gamma frequency oscillation 
is the essential rate-limiting step in dyslexia.16 It is 
proposed that impaired theta- and gamma-frequency 
oscillations in the visual domain hinder effective 
visual temporal sampling and parsing of text.94 Cross-
frequency theta/gamma coupling enables sensory 
areas of the brain, which capture language stimuli 
to communicate rapidly with higher-order brain 
areas for real-time processing of language input.94,95 
Sequential processing uses the functional anatomy 
of the claustral connections of items being processed 
serially, such that cross-frequency coupling between 
low-frequency (theta) signals from the claustrum 
and higher-frequency oscillations (gamma) in the 
cortical areas is an efficient means for the claustrum 
to modulate neural activity across multiple brain 
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regions in synchrony.96 In addition to the claustral 
connections mediating this theta/gamma cross-
frequency coupling, coupled alpha/gamma 
oscillations regulated by the pulvinar are also used for 
sequential processing87 to read words. Both claustral 
connections96 and the pulvinar complex87 regulate 
synchronous information transmission between 
cortical areas based on attentional demands. Cross-
frequency coupling is being recognized as an efficient 
means of communication between two cortical areas 
that is likely to play a crucial role in mediating working 
memory and in enabling learning.97,98 Contrast 
sensitivity-based movement-discrimination training 
employing figure/ground discrimination improved 
not only magnocellular function and attention, but 
also improved magno/parvo integration and figure/
ground discrimination, and it coupled theta/gamma 
activity for the test patterns moving at 5, 5.7, 6.7, 
and 8 Hz.7-10,14 After doing movement-discrimination 
training, coupled alpha/gamma activity for test 
patterns moving at 10 and 13.3 Hz were the patterns 
that improved contrast sensitivity the most.7-10,14 They 
were not discriminated until more slowly moving 
patterns had been learned. 

How Does Movement-Discrimination Training Work?
The patented contrast sensitivity-based 

movement-discrimination program called 
PATHtoReading/Insight38,39 uses dim grayscale 
patterns to retrain the brain’s pathways. These 
patterns are designed to activate motion pathways 
(by using left-right movement) relative to the pattern 
pathways by using a stationary background that trains 

motion discrimination.71 Each pattern is presented for 
less than half a second (Figure 2).

Only the contrast of the center stripes (the test 
frequency) in the fish-shaped object that moves left 
or right relative to a stationary striped background 
is dimmed, until the direction can no longer be 
seen. At the start of a session, both the test and 
background gratings are set to 5% contrast to 
ensure that the contrast of the test pattern is in the 
middle of the magnocellular contrast range.33 Each 
time that the direction that the fish stripes moved is 
identified correctly, the contrast of the test grating is 
lowered until the first incorrect response is obtained. 
Following the first incorrect response, a double-
staircase procedure is used to estimate the direction-
discrimination contrast threshold, which allows for 
measuring the contrast sensitivity, defined as the 
reciprocal of the contrast threshold times 100. This 
staircase procedure estimates the contrast needed for 
79% correct responses, providing the most sensitive, 
repeatable measurements of contrast sensitivity.99 
This training is adaptive on a trial-by-trial basis in 
response to the subject’s performance, such that 
lower contrasts are presented in response to good 
performance, and this improves sensitivity to motion 
at each of four durations and as the complexity of 
the background increases. Moreover, the training 
incorporates cycles of feedback and reward at 
multiple levels, ranging from positive and negative 
feedback on a trial-by-trial level, as well as cumulative 
block and session feedback. Such feedback greatly 
accelerates learning.100,101 A full training cycle of this 
movement-discrimination task requires 20 threshold 

Figure 2. Schematic of stimulus presentation for movement-discrimination training. The pattern flashes on the screen (shown above) while the 
center stripes move left or right. The screen goes blank, waits for left or right arrow key to be pushed. If incorrect, a short tone sounds. A pattern 
with the same or different contrast flashes on the screen, while the center stripes move left or right. The screen goes blank, waits for left or right 
arrow key to be pushed. This sequence of patterns is presented continuously until the contrast threshold for this pattern is measured. Then the 
next pattern combination is presented to measure the next contrast threshold until all 20 patterns are presented. The program says ‘“thank you,” 
presents a star for each level of complexity completed, and quits.
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determinations (i.e., one for each of the four test 
spatial frequencies (0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2 cyc/deg) paired 
with each of the five background spatial frequencies). 
The stationary backgrounds, consisting of single and 
multiple spatial frequencies at increasing levels of 
complexity, are chosen to bracket the test frequency, 
vertical gratings whose fundamental frequency 
equals the test frequency or ±1 or 2 octaves from it; 
these activate adjacent spatial frequency channels 
in V1 and MT.74,102 There are therefore 24 levels of 
complexity, each increasing in difficulty slowly, from 
slow theta movement (5, 5.7, 6.7, 8 Hz) to faster alpha 
movement (10, 13.3 Hz) for both one (Motion program) 
and two (MotionMemory program) directions of left-
right movement; Motion and MotionMemory being 
subprograms of PATHtoReading/Insight. Thus, a total 
of 48 levels of complexity are used to train the user 
quickly and effectively, improving the functionality 
of their dorsal attentional and executive function 
networks. The feedback to the user makes this a fun 
game that motivates them to continue to improve. 

This contrast sensitivity-based movement-
discrimination program38,39 uses positive feedback 
that is provided in the form of catching more fish in 
the net, resulting from meeting specific thresholds 
(e.g., less than 1% contrast and through a score that 
increases as performance improves, as shown in 
Figure 3). There is also immediate feedback in the 
form of a beep if the user identifies the direction of 
movement incorrectly, in addition to other verbal 
feedback when needed. Simply interacting with a 
game-like training program on a computer for 30 
minutes for 12-16 weeks, followed by problem solving, 
remembering, or reading, is all that is involved. A 
computer-based ReadingRate program, where the 
user reads 6 words at a time from an interesting 
story, provides an ongoing measure of reading speed 
during the training. When the words are read aloud 
with the student, then reading speeds increased 11-
fold instead of increasing only 3-4 fold.8

Simply practicing left-right movement 
discrimination using patterns that activate the motion 
pathways improves the ability to think more quickly. 
In fact, brain imaging at University of California San 
Diego in Dr. Ming-Xiong Huang’s lab has shown 
that after using movement-discrimination training 
for 15-20 minutes twice per week for 8-12 weeks, 
the function of the attention, problem-solving, and 
working-memory (executive-control) networks 
improves significantly.11-13 

It is likely that completing the contrast sensitivity-
based movement-discrimination exercises helps 
the brain to select the most efficient pathways to 
be used, enabling cortical function to be more 
focused. This results in improved multitasking, 
problem solving, and ease of learning. Movement-
discrimination training is more effective when 
completed on a regular basis each week. Completing 
these movement-discrimination exercises every 
day creates effortless competence when stringing 
together every action and makes the process easier 
each subsequent time. This regular practice trains the 
brain to use and to ingrain those efficient pathways; 
it enables the string of different activities that are 
completed throughout a day to become increasingly 
efficient, as documented by many testimonials. The 
totality of actions necessary for learning and reading 
can seem overwhelming at first, but since movement-
discrimination training improves all of them and 
helps to keep them all in the right order (sequential 
processing), it helps people to multitask and to 
organize their day more efficiently, as documented 
in many testimonials on pathtoreading.com. These 
movement-discrimination exercises enable learning 
new pathways that can be combined with positive 
thinking to change one’s goals so that they are more 
in alignment with the direction one wishes to pursue 
in life. They provide a brain warm-up that enables 
anything practiced immediately afterwards to be 
noticeably easier than before, since the exercises 
improve attentional networks and executive function, 
enabling higher-order tasks to be completed more 
easily (and with less effort). Therefore, in order to 
obtain the greatest benefit from these movement-
discrimination exercises and to prime the brain 
to learn more easily, they should be undertaken 
before other visually based brain exercises such as 
those that comprise vision therapies. Both contrast 

Figure 3. Feedback to provide information about how the patient is 
progressing on movement-discrimination exercises
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sensitivity-based movement-discrimination training 
and vision therapies are essential to improve the 
visual, attention, and executive-control pathways. 
Thus, only what is practiced following movement- 
discrimination training improves noticeably. 

Improving Visual Magnocellular Pathways Remediates 
Reading Fluency, Attention Span, and Memory 
Retention

The sluggish magnocellular neurons in those 
with dyslexia not only result in attention deficits, 
an impairment in the low gamma frequencies that 
reduce feedback to visual cortical areas,16 but they 
also disrupt processing in the lateral intraparietal 
(LIP) area.15,59,68,103 This area keeps a salience map for 
the control of saccadic eye movements and visual 
attention104 either within a fixation, between fixations 
in a sequence, or both. Its disruption causes very slow 
reading speeds. Moreover, finding that movement-
discrimination training improved not only reading 
fluency, but also selective and sustained attention 
and working memory when carried out before 
reading,9,12-14 indicates that movement-discrimination 
training helps develop the attention and executive 
control networks, since fewer resources are used to 
decode incoming information. Hence, more resources 
can be deployed to analyze the information, which 
improves visual, attention, reading, and memory 
skills. These results provide more evidence that 
impaired visual-motion processing is a fundamental 
cause of reading and attention problems in dyslexia 
and other cognitive slow-downs, like those caused 
by a concussion, evidence augmented by MEG brain 
imaging studies.14 By improving the functioning of 
these attentional networks, movement-discrimination 
training provides a wider window of attention so 
that more objects can be perceived in their correct 
location in a single glance.105 

Movement direction-discrimination training also 
improves the ability to detect the synchronicity of 
multiple objects in space and to see their trajectories 
over time. This most likely occurs by increasing 
the ease of magno/parvo integration, thereby 
facilitating figure/ground discrimination within a 
wider window of focused attention.14 Importantly, 
improvements in reading speed after movement-
discrimination training are sustained over time,8 
whereas improvements in word reading found to 
improve phonological processing following auditory 
interventions degrade over time. Two years later, 
patients showed no differences in word-reading skills 

compared to controls who did not complete the 
auditory intervention.106 

Improving cognitive function by training contrast 
sensitivity-based movement-discrimination relative 
to a background is a novel technique38,39 that is 
both rapid and effective in improving cognitive 
skills in people with dyslexia. Only when low-
level visual timing deficits are remediated in those 
with dyslexia are the improvements in higher-
level cognitive functions, such as reading fluency 
(speed and comprehension), attention, and working 
memory, improved quickly, with improvements that 
are sustained over time.8 Contrast sensitivity-based 
movement-discrimination training7-10,14,37-39 is the first 
visually based intervention that has been shown to 
improve both low-level movement discrimination in 
the dorsal stream and high-level cognitive functioning. 
This has been demonstrated both behaviorally and 
using MEG brain imaging, finding improvements in 
the attention and the executive control networks 
in people with dyslexia11,12 and also following TBI.13 
Movement-discrimination training represents a 
paradigm shift in the treatment of dyslexia as it is 
based on improving visual timing instead of targeting 
higher-level phonological skills. Students who have 
to allocate all of their resources to identify the letters 
in the word—instead of being able to interpret the 
sentence, understand its meaning, and integrate the 
information into their existing knowledge—need 
movement-discrimination training first in order to 
remediate their visual timing deficits.

Visual timing deficits have been detected and 
remediated in all types of dyslexia (dyseidetic, 
dysphonetic, and mixed) when contrast sensitivity-
based movement-discrimination training7-10,14,37-39 
was carried out for only 15-20 minutes 2-3 times per 
week for 12 weeks. This training also significantly 
improved reading fluency, processing speed, 
attention, and working memory, which are all high-
level cognitive functions.7-9,14,36,37 Improved reading 
speed can predict improved comprehension, grade 
level, spelling ability, and a host of other reading 
skills, since decoding has ceased to be a limiting 
factor. Moreover, this movement-discrimination 
training improved working memory and attention 
by improving dorsal-stream function at both low and 
high levels of processing.9,14 In a previously published 
study of 21 participants undergoing movement-
discrimination training,14 large effect sizes were 
found for reading speed, reading comprehension, 
pronunciation, attention, visual working memory, 
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and auditory working memory. These effects were 
substantially larger than found in a large meta-
analysis examining other methods of improving 
reading skills in those with dyslexia.107 In addition, 
after a short period of movement-discrimination 
training had been completed by dyslexic fourth 
graders, three times per week for 6 weeks, their dorsal 
stream activity improved significantly when assessed 
by visual evoked potentials.52 

Contrast sensitivity-based movement-
discrimination training improves the function of many 
related brain pathways, improving visual, attentional, 
and memory networks. In a recent pilot study, 
MEG brain imaging found significantly improved 
functioning in both the dorsal stream (V1, V3, MT, 
MST areas) and frontoparietal attention networks 
(ACC, precuneus/PCC, dlPFC) following 8 weeks of 
movement-discrimination training for 10-15 minutes 
twice per week in a 29-year-old with dyslexia.11,12 

The improvements in MT were found to occur in the 
first 300 msec, showing that the training sped up 
the magno cells in the dorsal visual pathways. These 
benefits were shown both by the brain imaging 
studies and behaviorally: reading speed increased 
from 154 to 437 words/min (reading 6 words at a time 
from an interesting story using a computer-based 
program), selective and sustained attention improved 
an average of 22-fold (measured using IVA+Plus from 
BrainTrain), visual working memory increased from 
6% to 99%, and delayed recall improved from 1% to 
25% (both measured using the Test of Information 
Processing Skills) in only 8 weeks when doing 
movement-discrimination training for 15-20 minutes 
twice a week. The patient also improved in visual skills, 
markedly reducing his convergence insufficiency; his 
near point of convergence was improved from 9 cm 
to 3.5 cm. 

The visual movement-discrimination training 
program PATHtoReading/Insight (https://
pathtoreading.com) leads to improvements in 
cognitive skills for people with dyslexia. These 
improvements in cognitive skills were not found 
by improving auditory timing using FastForWord 
or through linguistic-based training using Learning 
Upgrade.9 This was shown in 58 poor readers, 26 
doing Learning Upgrade (control), 16 doing visual 
movement-discrimination exercises, and 16 doing 
auditory-timing exercises. Likewise, computer-based 
repeated reading using Raz-Kids failed to improve 
21 students, whereas 21 doing visual movement-
discrimination exercises improved greatly.14 When 
compared to movement-discrimination training, 

repeated-reading interventions do less to improve 
reading fluency, as supported by our findings: 1) 
reading speeds improved only 2-fold following 
repeated-reading exercises;104 instead following 
movement-discrimination neurotraining, a student 
read aloud from 3- to 11- times faster,8 and 2) 
improvements in comprehension using repeated-
reading interventions were much lower than 
achieved using movement-discrimination training. 
For example, Vadasy and Sanders104 found that 
repeated reading aloud improved comprehension 
8% as assessed by the Gray Oral Reading Test (GORT), 
whereas contrast sensitivity-based movement-
discrimination training improved comprehension 
when assessed by the GORT  by 28% for dyslexic 
students and 37% for typically developing students,14 
even though each group trained for half as much 
time as that employed by Vadasy and Sanders.109 The 
improvements in reading fluency and other cognitive 
skills following movement-discrimination training 
were also found in typically developing children14,37,39 
who were in second and third grade (6 to 8 years old), 
which is the age when the temporal lobe shows peak 
synaptogenesis.109 Since timing impairments can be 
reduced following movement-discrimination brain 
exercises,9,14 these findings support the hypothesis 
that visual magnocellular pathways provide the 
gateway for attentive processing15,16 and reading.41,56

The contrast sensitivity-based movement-
discrimination intervention used by PATHtoReading/
Insight is believed to improve the precision of 
timing of visual events and thus accelerate reading 
progress.8,9,38,39 It achieves this by improving the 
function of the dorsal stream, boosting magnocellular 
relative to parvocellular activity, thereby improving 
inhibitory and excitatory circuits based on the data 
from neural plasticity. This theory is based on the idea 
that synchronous firing of neurons is what controls 
communication between different areas in the brain.110 
If neurons in one area are “sluggish” with respect to 
neurons in another area, then they will be unable to 
synchronize properly. Hence, processing speed will be 
slowed down and  communication and learning will 
be compromised. The brain’s neuroplasticity extends 
throughout a person’s lifespan. Through extensive 
movement-discrimination training, we have found 
that we can continue to improve visual attention, 
executive control, and reading networks. Executive 
control is a strong predictor of life outcomes, such 
as academic achievement, since executive function 
is strongly associated with math ability and reading, 
writing, and language comprehension.111 Movement-
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discrimination training7-9,14,36-39 was one of only ten 
interventions that were found to improve executive 
function and brain fitness for students by Brain 
Futures.112 Brain fitness neuroplasticity reveals that 
the neurocircuitry in the brain is highly malleable, 
continuing to grow and change for the duration of 
our lives.

Visually based movement-discrimination exercises 
in both normal subjects7,14,37-39,70-72 and those with 
dyslexia7-9,14,36-39 have demonstrated neuroplasticity 
in the domain of processing speed using massed 
practice. These studies found that the more 
movement discrimination was practiced, the more 
contrast sensitivity for movement discrimination, 
reading, attention, and memory skills improved, with 
gains in speed, accuracy, comprehension, attention, 
and working memory being measured using age-
appropriate standardized tests for these cognitive 
skills. Not only was movement-discrimination training 
more effective, but also it required less than half of the 
training time used by other reading interventions.9,14 

Neuroscience Underlying Improvements in Cognitive 
Skills After Movement-Discrimination Training 

Our theory of change shows how improving 
contrast sensitivity-based movement discrimination 
(in V1-MT) improves high-level cognitive functions 
(in PPC, dlPFC). Visual movement-discrimination 
training targets the temporal dynamics of the visual-
attention and reading pathways. We propose that by 
improving the slow processing speed of magnocells 

at low levels of the visual dorsal stream (V1-MT), 
we are improving subsequently higher levels in the 
dorsal stream: both the PPC, improving visual and 
auditory attention, and the dlPFC, improving working 
memory, cognitive flexibility, problem solving, and 
subsequently reading speed and comprehension 
(Figure 4). This movement-discrimination training is 
hypothesized to enhance coupled theta/gamma and 
alpha/gamma oscillations,9,11,14 improving both the 
feedforward and feedback attention and executive 
control networks conveyed by the dlPFC and PPC25 

to modulate attention in MT and V1, enabling a 
wide range of cognitive skills to improve. By using 
repeated exposure to stimuli optimal for improving 
the brain’s visual timing (via motion discrimination), 
contrast sensitivity-based movement-discrimination 
training increased comprehension, attention, and 
memory from one to four grade levels and reading 
speeds between 2- and 11-fold.7–9,14,38 Neural 
connections are strengthened to repair dysfunctional 
connections, enabling the most efficient pathways to 
be used, thereby improving a person’s ability to learn. 
Movement-discrimination training takes advantage 
of the brain’s plasticity to improve the function of 
pathways so that they work together and significantly 
improve reading, attention, and memory when 
followed by a vision therapy regimen that enables 
practicing these cognitive skills.

Vision therapy is designed to improve fixation 
and saccadic versional eye movements, as well 

Figure 4. Theory of change proposes that low-level timing deficits (V1-MT) impede processing at subsequently higher cortical levels of processing, 
using both feedforward and feedback pathways. These low-level timing deficits are a limiting factor causing impairments in cortical processing 
for dyslexia, aging, and concussion.
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as to promote coordination between vergence 
and accommodation.113 Coordination of the three 
oculomotor systems (version, vergence, and 
accommodation) is important for efficient reading. In 
addition, the value of adding motion-sensitivity tests 
to the vision therapy regimen, which is not ordinarily 
performed in the optometric evaluation of those with 
dyslexia, has been shown.109 Vision therapy regimens 
that improve saccadic tracking have been found 
to improve reading fluency in young children.110 

Since saccadic tracking is controlled by LIP and 
FEF, anterior cortical areas in the dorsal stream,59 

optometrists Drs. Ingryd Lorenzano and Jill Ingelse 
(personal communication), find that improving 
low-level cortical areas in the dorsal stream using 
contrast sensitivity-based movement-discrimination 
training accelerates progress and is more effective 
in improving reading fluency, greatly reducing the 
need for eye-tracking training. Therefore, completing 
movement-discrimination training at the beginning 
of a vision therapy regimen has the potential to 
improve the speed and effectiveness of the therapy 
program.

Following contrast sensitivity-based movement-
discrimination training, not only have improvements 
in visual and cognitive skills been found for people 
with dyslexia, but they have also been shown for older 
adults.11,105 A 71-year-old patient had movement-
discrimination training for 15-20 minutes twice per 
week for 8 weeks. Standardized neuropsychological 
tests were administered before and after the training 
and showed significant improvements in visual 
skills. The Adult Dyslexia Test score improved from 
markedly or mildly below normal for dyseidesia and 
dysphonesia, respectively, to above normal for both. 
In addition, both working memory and attention 
improved. Visual working memory (measured using 
the Test of Information Processing Skills) improved 
from 34% to 86%, and auditory working memory 
(measured using the Wechsler Adult Intelligence 
Scale (WAIS)-IV) improved from 55% to 97%. The 
patient was already adept at paying attention 
(measured using the Delis Kaplan Executive Function 
System (DKEFS) Color-Word Interference Test) yet 
still improved after training from 81% to 87%. She 
also improved substantially in processing speed 
(measured using WAIS-IV), from 42% to 77%, more 
than doubling her reading speed (229 wpm to 
541 wpm when reading 6 words at a time from an 
interesting story using a computer-based program), 
as well as problem solving, improving from 73% to 

95% on the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) 
math subtest.11 Although she was only one subject, 
her large improvements confirm many previous 
reports of improvements in cognitive skills involving 
the executive-control network.101 Since coupled 
alpha/gamma activity is reduced in older adults with 
mild cognitive impairments,111 these improvements 
in working memory provide more evidence that 
movement-discrimination training can improve 
coupled alpha/gamma activity.

As indicated by recent scientific studies, 
magnocellular deficits are a major factor in problems 
experienced by those with dyslexia, attention deficits, 
aging, and concussion.7-16,36-45,116 Clearly, there is a 
need to provide movement-discrimination training 
not only for people with learning problems caused by 
dyslexia, speech and language problems, or attention 
deficits, but also for individuals who are older adults or 
those who have sustained a concussion or traumatic 
brain injury. 

Not Only are Timing Deficits Found in Dyslexia and 
Older Adults, They are also Found After a Concussion

After a concussion, the neural networks for 
attention and working memory are disrupted.13,117-119 
These patients typically have trouble sustaining 
attention.120 Cognitive deficits in those with a TBI are 
hypothesized to result from neural timing deficits.121 

Compensation for timing issues by increased 
prefrontal cortical recruitment would manifest as 
increased distractibility, working-memory deficits, 
and problems with balance and coordination. This 
may lead to fatigue, headache, irritability, anxiety, 
and when prolonged, depression.121 Visual timing 
deficits resulting from magnocellular (motion) 
deficits often persist after a TBI122 because they 
cause timing deficits in the dorsal pathways and in 
the attention and executive-control networks.13,121 
In one case series, Lawton and Huang13 found that 
improving visual timing in four male TBI patients 
significantly improved working memory and 
attention. These neural timing improvements were 
achieved using contrast-sensitivity based movement-
discrimination training. Such improvements were 
found in all of the TBI patients who completed this 
contrast sensitivity-based movement-discrimination 
program. Substantial MEG signal increases in the 
motion networks (V1, V3, MT, MST) and the attention/
memory networks (ACC, precuneous/PCC, and dlPFC 
areas), as well as significant behavioral improvements 
in movement discrimination, processing speed, 
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reading speed, attention using several different tests, 
and both auditory and visual working memory, were 
found for TBI patients following contrast sensitivity-
based movement-discrimination training two times 
per week for 8-16 weeks.13

It is likely that the movement-discrimination 
training paradigm improves not only magnocellular 
function, attention, and memory, but also attentional 
feedback to V1 and MT that can be measured by 
the strength of coupled theta/gamma and alpha/
gamma frequency oscillations.16 Improvements in 
delta, theta, alpha, gamma, and beta interactions 
were demonstrated by Huang et al.123–127 and will 
be studied some more in collaboration with Huang 
and his team shortly, in addition to MEG pre/post 
imaging after contrast sensitivity-based movement-
discrimination training. Furthermore, there is 
evidence that the improvements in cognitive skills 
after this movement-discrimination training are 
sustained over time.8,9,14 Thus, contrast sensitivity-
based movement-discrimination exercises seem 
to improve not only attention, but also processing 
speed, reading speed, problem solving, and working 
memory, probably because less effort has to be 
spent decoding information, hence more effort is 
available for interpreting the information, improving 
timing and using the working-memory network more 
efficiently.27 The success of contrast sensitivity-based 
movement-discrimination exercises in TBI patients125 

marks the first time that improving low-level visual 
timing deficits in the dorsal stream has been shown 
to improve high-level cognitive functioning, both 
behaviorally and using a biomarker, MEG physiological 
brain recordings.

Other cognitive training programs seem 1) to 
have little effect on improving the executive functions 
and attention in TBI,126,127 2) to be neither robust nor 
consistent, with transfer and sustained effects that 
are significantly limited,128 and 3) to improve only 
the task being trained and not to generalize to tasks 
not trained or to everyday cognitive performance.100 

Currently, there are no proven solutions to improve 
attention and working memory in TBI patients.125,129-131 
However, not only attention and memory, but also 
reading and processing speed, improved significantly 
in TBI patients after a short period of movement-
discrimination exercises.13 Recovering these cognitive 
skills can improve a person’s quality of life greatly 
after a TBI.

Novel Remediation to Improve Cognitive Deficits 
Caused by Timing Deficits

These findings show that by simply doing 
rapid brain exercises that improve a person’s ability 
to discriminate left-right movement relative to a 
stationary background, the ability to read rapidly and 
accurately can be improved significantly. These patterns 
were designed to activate adjacent spatial frequency 
channels in V1, V3, and MT systematically.74,102 In 
addition, reading comprehension, processing speed 
(timing), attention (both sustained and selective), and 
working memory (both visual and auditory) improved 
significantly after a short period of training.8-10,14 
These movement-discrimination eye-brain exercises 
can be used not only to detect slow reading, dyslexia, 
and other developmental problems (such as speech 
and language, attention deficits, and concussions) 
earlier than other methods, but they can also be 
used to remediate the cognitive deficits rapidly and 
effectively, as shown in controlled validation studies 
in schools and with individual patients,7-9,14,37 by 
improving the brain’s timing.11-13,52

Conclusions 
What emerges from these multiple studies is 

the essential role of the magnocellular pathways in 
reading fluency, selective and sustained attention, and 
working memory. Short movement-discrimination 
exercises can improve visual movement sensitivity 
and figure/ground discrimination. This is followed by 
improvements in all types of dyslexia, so that reading 
and learning can be done more automatically. 
Training visual dorsal stream function at low levels 
(via the V1-MT pathways) significantly improved 
these high-level cognitive functions, probably by 
increasing the neuronal sensitivity and temporal 
precision of magnocellular neurons in the dorsal 
stream relative to linked parvocellular neurons in the 
ventral stream. Movement-discrimination training 
was faster and more effective in improving reading, 
attention, and memory than found after training using 
1) repeated-reading interventions, 2) interventions 
designed to improve auditory timing, or 3) linguistic-
based reading interventions. The success of contrast 
sensitivity-based movement-discrimination exercises 
for remediating visual timing deficits in the dorsal 
stream has confirmed the causal role of visual 
motion sensitivity in reading acquisition in those 
with dyslexia and typically developing children. 
Moreover, this research supports the hypothesis 
that faulty timing in synchronizing the activity of 
parvocellular with magnocellular visual pathways in 
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the dorsal stream is a fundamental cause of dyslexic 
reading problems and argues that the phonological 
reading deficiencies in dyslexia are often secondary 
to impaired development of the visual magnocellular 
timing system. These studies suggest that a paradigm 
shift from phonologically based to visually based 
methods is required for the treatment of dyslexia. 
In older adults and following concussion, the same 
paradigm shift is also called for. Moreover, this 
adaptive training, with substantial feedback and 
rewards, shows cognitive transfer to tasks not trained 
and can thus help to improve a person’s quality of life 
rapidly and effectively. 
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ABSTRACT

Background: Duane retraction syndrome (DRS) 
is a congenital anomaly of the sixth cranial nerve 
and nucleus, resulting in limited abduction and/
or adduction of the affected eye and globe 
retraction and narrowing of the palpebral fissure 
on adduction. Management to restore full-
fledged ocular motility has been elusive. 

Case Report: An 8-year-old male, RK, visited our 
clinic with the complaint of outward deviation of 
the left eye, headache, and asthenopic symptoms. 
Upon examination, he was diagnosed with 
DRS-Type II with amblyopia. Vision therapy was 
started, which lasted for 3 months. A post-vision 
therapy binocular vision assessment showed  
marked improvement of visual acuity and other 
binocular parameters despite the presence of 
adduction limitations.

Conclusion: Symptomatic patients with DRS may 
have amblyopia with compromised binocular 
vision functions. Optometric vision therapy must 
be considered as a first-line treatment, which 
helps patients to improve oculomotor control 
(saccades and pursuits), accommodative and 
vergence skills, stereopsis, visual-motor skill, and 
spatial processing.

Keywords: amblyopia, binocular vision, Duane 
retraction syndrome, optometric vision therapy

Introduction
A rare but well-known congenital restrictive 

strabismus entity is Duane retraction syndrome 
(DRS), which is a type of congenital cranial 
disinnervation disorder (CCDD).1 It is characterized by 
co-contraction of the horizontal recti on attempted 
adduction, causing globe retraction along with 
variable amounts of upshoot or downshoot.1,2 Globe 
retraction in patients with severe ocular motility 
limitation was first described by Heuck;3 later Stilling,4 
Turk,5 Bahr,6 Sinchair,7 Wolff,8 and others provided 
detailed descriptions of DRS. The detailed description 
summarizing the findings made by previous studies 
was published by Alexander Duane in 1905,1 for 
whom the retraction syndrome has been named. 
However, in European literature, the syndrome is 
referred to, perhaps more appropriately, as Stilling-
Turk-Duane retraction syndrome.

DRS is believed to result from a failure of 
innervation of the lateral rectus muscle by a 
hypoplastic or absent sixth nerve nucleus, due to 
which a paradoxical innervation9 to the lateral rectus 
is generated by the axons that supply the medial 
rectus. A common teratogenic stimulus during the 8th 
week of gestation10 has been of etiologic significance 
in sporadic cases of DRS, although autosomal 
dominant inheritance patterns11,12 have been noted, 
along with chromosomal abnormalities.13,14 Despite 
being of rare occurrence, DRS is thought to account 
for 1-5%15 of all strabismus, about 0.1%16 among the 
general population. It is unilateral in 85% of cases; 
most often the left eye is affected in comparison to 
the right eye.15 Bilateral cases are usually associated 
with asymmetric involvement. DRS has a female 
preponderance (60%).16

The retraction syndrome has been classified 
on the basis of the type of strabismus present as 
exotropic DRS, esotropic DRS, and orthotropic DRS.17 
The simplicity of this classification makes it favorable 
for surgical planning. However, a more-accepted 
classification system based on electromyographic 
results was proposed by Huber,18 categorizing DRS 
into three classes: DRS-Type I, DRS-Type II, and DRS-
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Type III. The order of frequency is Type- I (78%), Type III 
(15%), and Type II (7%),19 rendering DRS-Type II to be 
rarest among all. 

The management approach for DRS has been 
focused primarily on surgical methods in the presence 
of abnormal head posture and significant deviation 
in primary position, although the results are often 
disappointing; therefore, no clinical trials have 
supported the use of surgery for DRS.20,21 There have 
been only a few reports in the literature suggesting 
optometric vision therapy (OVT) as a management 
option for these patients.22,23 Here, we present a 
case report on DRS-Type II with amblyopia that was 
managed successfully with optometric vision therapy 
(OVT). Our case is unique in the sense that our 
patient is male (despite the female preponderance) 
presenting with a Type II variety (the least frequent 
type). This necessitates the importance of educating 
DRS patients on all treatment options, including OVT. 
Although no treatment can restore normal ocular 
motilities in all fields of gaze, OVT may be a desirable 
option for patients seeking a functional improvement 
by eliminating symptoms and improving signs caused 
by associated binocular vision disorders. 

Case Report
An 8-year-old male, RK, visited our clinic with the 

complaint of an outward deviation of the left (OS) eye 
since birth. RK’s parents noted that he was reluctant 
to perform any near activities, including reading and 
writing, as he soon got headaches and eyestrain. An 
abnormal head tilt was also noted by the parents. 
There was no history of any ocular or birth trauma or 
family history of strabismus. 

On general examination, the patient seemed 
otherwise normal, except for the occasional head tilt 
towards the right. The visual acuity was 6/6 OD and 

6/9 OS, with no pinhole improvement, suggestive of 
amblyopia. While taking the distance binocular visual 
acuity, we noted a strong right eye fixation preference, 
with a face turn to the right. Dry retinoscopy revealed 
low myopia OU. The anterior segment and posterior 
examination were normal, except for a grade I RAPD 
OS. The colour vision and contrast sensitivity, measured 
with Ishihara pseusoisochromatic test plates and the 
Pelli-Robson contrast sensitivity chart, respectively, 
were found to be normal. The cyclopentolate was 
administered, and wet retinoscopy was performed, 
which revealed plano OD and -0.75 DS OS.

On the second visit, post-mydriatic treatment 
revealed plano OD with 6/6 and -0.50 DS OS with 6/9. 
He was given a spectacle Rx to wear full time. After two 
weeks of adaptation, a comprehensive binocular vision 
assessment was perfromed. Extraocular muscle version 
testing showed full range of motion of the right eye 
but revealed an abduction deficit and globe retraction 
with narrowing of the palpebral fissure on adduction 
of the left eye (Figures 1 & 2). Based on the binocular 
vision assessment, the patient was diagnosed with 
DRS-Type II and amblyopia. Table 1 shows the results 
from the binocular vision assessment.
Management Plan

The management plan included eye alignment 
in the primary position, elimination of the abnormal 
head posture and amblyopia, and improvement of 
overall binocular function. Office-based vision therapy, 
12 sessions per month, was initiated.
Vision Therapy 

Each office therapy session lasted one hour. 
Visual acuity was measured on every alternate 
session. Binocular vision was assessed every month. 
Oculomotor therapy (fixation, saccades, pursuits, 
eye-hand coordination), monocular acuity activities 
OS, and monocular accommodative activities OS 

Figure 1. Limited adduction OS in right gaze with narrowing of the 
palpebral fissure

Figure 2. Normal abduction of the left eye 
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is considerably different than in usual strabismus 
surgeries.21 Because of the increased risk of unexpected 
outcomes with surgery, other treatment options are 
often favored.22 In many cases, patients are simply 
educated about the congenital origin of the disorder 
and monitored. Several authors have reported success 
with OVT in patients with DRS.22-24 Griffin and Carlson 
reported on a case of bilateral DRS where the patient 
achieved both subjective and objective improvements 
with OVT.23 Tira et al. reported a case of convergence 
insufficiency associated with DRS that was successfully 
managed using OVT.24

The goal in OVT is to obtain the strongest possible 
fusion in primary gaze with the largest possible zone 
of binocular vision. Treatment of DRS must go beyond 
surgery and include fixation stability, oculomotor 
control (saccades and pursuits), accommodative skills, 
contrast sensitivity, stereopsis, visual motor skills, and 
spatial processing.

The prevalence of amblyopia in DRS patients 
ranges from 3% to 48% in the literature.4,9,10 In our 
case, amblyopia was present, which was successfully 
managed  using active OVT. Our case supports the 
importance of doing a comprehensive binocular vision 
evaluation in patients with DRS. Symptomatic patients 
must undergo binocular vision evaluation to determine 
whether any binocular anomalies are present. Well-
designed OVT could help to improve overall binocular 
vision skills.

Conclusion 
Although OVT is not a common treatment 

consideration for DRS, it will definitely help the patient 
improve their binocular function and overall visual 

and OD were started, followed by binocular activities 
for vergence and yoked prism therapy to reduce a 
compensatory head turn. The patent underwent a total 
of 35 therapy sessions over a period of three months. 
Upon completion of the 35th session, his visual acuity 
improved to 6/6 OS. Appendix A shows the sequential 
vision therapy program. A comprehensive binocular 
vision assessment was done at the end of the therapy 
sessions. Table 1 shows the comprehensive binocular 
vision assessment pre- and post-vision therapy.

Post-VT, RK was given maintenance therapy for 
vergence (opaque eccentric circles without the help 
of a pointer, pencil push-ups, Brock string twice daily) 
and accommodation (accommodative rock OD and OS 
separately, twice daily).

After the three-month follow-up visit, the 
improved visual acuity and other parameters were 
well maintained.

Discussion 
DRS is a congenital anomaly of the sixth cranial 

nerve and nucleus, resulting in limited abduction 
and/or adduction of the affected eye and globe 
retraction and narrowing of the palpebral fissure on 
adduction.21 The aims of management in DRS include 
the elimination or improvement of any abnormal head 
position (face turn), the treatment of significant or 
slight ocular misalignment, the reduction of severe 
globe retraction, and the improvement of upshoots 
and downshoots. Surgery is typically reserved for 
significant strabismic deviations in primary position 
or anomalous head positions that are cosmetically or 
functionally problematic.21 Due to abnormal adduction 
and abduction patterns, the risk/benefit ratio in DRS 

Test Initial Evaluation Post-VT Evaluation (1 month) Post-VT Evaluation (3 months)

Visual acuity (aided) OD: 6/6, N6
OS: 6/9, N6

OD: 6/6, N6
OS: 6/6, N6

OD: 6/6, N6
OS: 6/6, N6

Stereoacuity 400 seconds of arc 250 seconds of arc 50 seconds of arc

Cover test D: 15Δ LXT
N: 20Δ LXT

D: 10Δ LXT
N: 15Δ LXT

D: 10Δ LXT
N: 10Δ LXT

Amplitude of accommodation OD: 10 D
OS: 8.3 D
OU: 10 D

OD: 12.5 D
OS: 10 D
OU: 12.5 D

OD: 13.3 D
OS: 12.5 D
OU: 14.28 D

Accommodative facility (+/-2.00) OD: 10 cpm
OS: 8 cpm
OU: 10 cpm

OD: 13 cpm
OS: 10 cpm
OU: 14 cpm

OD: 16 cpm
OS: 15 cpm
OU: 16 cpm

Near point of convergence 8 cm 7 cm 6 cm

Negative fusional vergence (NFV) D: ×/8/6
N: ×/12/8

D: ×/10/8
N: ×/14/10

D: ×/14/12
N: ×/20/16

Positive fusional vergence (PFV) D: ×/10/8
N: ×/14/10

D: ×/16/12
N: ×/16/12

D: ×/16/12
N: ×/20/14

Vergence facility (8Δ BI/BO) 7 cpm 9 cpm 12 cpm

Table 1 . Pre- and Post-Vision Therapy Binocular Vision Evaluation
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performance by increasing both sensory and motor 
fusion in primary gaze. DRS patients might present 
with amblyopia and binocular vision dysfunctions, with 
both abduction and adduction deficits to some degree. 
Effective OVT will help in improving visual acuity as well 
as overall binocular skills. The symptomatic patient can 
also be successfully managed with optometric vision 
therapy. One should do a comprehensive binocular and 
accommodative assessment before initiating therapy. 
An excellent outcome can be obtained through a well-
designed vision therapy program.
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Sessions 1-7
• 12-pointed star with Russell rings
• Wolff wand activities for fixation
• Wayne fixator (near-far-near)
• Hart chart 
• Balance board activities
• Walking rail with distance Hart chart
• Pegboard activities
• Pointer-in-straw
• Swinging Marsden ball
• Monocular loose lens rock with plus & minus with 
near acuity-appropriate word rock card

Sessions 8-14
• Chalkboard circles and swirls
• Wolff wand pursuits
• Balance board activities
• Walking rail with distance Hart chart 
• Pegboard activities
• Pointer-in-straw
• Hitting Marsden ball with VMC stick
• Marsden ball with minus lens
• Brock string
• Monocular loose lens rock with plus & minus with 
near acuity appropriate word rock card

Sessions 15-21
• Walking rail with distance Hart chart 
• Pegboard activities
• Pointer-in-straw
• Hitting Marsden ball with VMC stick
• Yoked prism (all directions)
• Marsden ball with minus lens
• Tranaglyphs: convergence only
• Aperture rule: single aperture, convergence only
• Brock string
• Red/green bar reading with red/green goggles

   

Sessions 22-28
• Mechanical rotator
• Tracking lifesaver card
• Balance board activities
• Walking rail activities
• Chalkboard activities
• Yoked prism (all directions)
• Tranaglyphs: both convergence & divergence
• Aperture rule: single aperture with plus lens 
binocularly

• Brock string with base in & base out prism
• Red/green bar reading with red/green goggles
• Monocular loose lens rock plus & minus in each eye
• Binocular accommodative facility
• Bernell-o-scope
• Pegboard with balance board
• Marsden ball with VMC stick

Sessions 29-35
• Yoked prism (all directions)
• Tranaglyphs: both convergence & divergence, 
followed by Vectogram

• Aperture rule: single aperture with plus lens 
binocularly followed by double aperture

• Brock string with base in & base out prism
• Red/green bar reading with red/green goggles
• Monocular loose lens rock plus & minus in each eye
• Binocular accommodative facility
• Bernell-o-scope
• Pegboard with balance board
• Marsden ball with VMC stick

Appendix: Sequential In-Office Vision Therapy Program
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Article •  Monocular Partial/Sector Occlusion Therapy: A Procedure to 
Inhibit Diplopia in Thyroid-Associated Ophthalmopathy     

                      Lawrence A. Routt, OD • Kosciusko, Mississippi

ABSTRACT

Background: A condition generally associated 
with hyperthyroidism, thyroid-associated 
ophthalmopathy may present with signs that vary 
from patient to patient. Diplopia is one of the most 
common and debilitating of manifestations, and it 
can be difficult to treat effectively.

Case Report: An adult female presented with 
thyroid-associated ophthalmopathy, complaining 
of “bulging, dry, gritty” eyes (OS worse than OD) 
and double vision when looking to the extreme 
right or left. Two weeks of dry eye therapy OU was 
successful, but intermittent diplopia persisted. 
The patient indicated that the diplopia was “not 
bothersome.”

Eight weeks after the initial examination, the 
patient reported constant diplopia in primary gaze 
that threatened her ability to remain independent. 
Prism was of no benefit. Occlusion of a whole 
spectacle lens resolved the diplopia, but she felt 
unsafe driving. Thus, a procedure was devised to 
occlude only the precise sector of one spectacle 
lens as needed to inhibit the constant binocular 
diplopia. This allowed the use of the total 
effective visual field of both eyes in primary gaze, 
enabling the patient to drive safely and to remain 
independent.

Conclusion: Diplopia in thyroid-associated 
ophthalmopathy often varies from intermittent to 
constant, with or without spontaneous resolution. 
If binocular diplopia is constant, and prism is 
determined to be of no benefit, monocular partial/

sector occlusion of a spectacle lens may be a viable 
option for inhibiting the diplopia. This occlusion 
therapy is unique in allowing optimal use of the 
total effective visual field of both eyes, and it can 
be used temporarily or chronically as needed.

Keywords: diplopia, exophthalmos, Graves’ 
ophthalmopathy, hyperthyroidism, occlusion 
therapy, thyroid eye disease

 
Introduction

The thyroid is a butterfly-shaped gland composed 
of two lobes near the front of the neck lying against 
and around the front of the larynx and trachea.1 The 
primary function of the thyroid is the production of 
hormones, which have a wide range of metabolic, 
cardiovascular, and developmental effects. Thyroid 
hormones help maintain normal sexual function, sleep, 
and thought patterns.2,3

Thyroid-associated ophthalmopathy (TAO) 
generally occurs in patients with hyperthyroidism or 
a history of hyperthyroidism due to Graves’ disease. 
The close clinical and temporal relationships between 
hyperthyroidism, thyroid-associated ophthalmopathy, 
and thyroid dermopathy suggest that these conditions 
evolve from a single underlying systemic process 
with variable expression in the thyroid, eyes, and skin. 
Bilateral ocular symptoms and hyperthyroidism most 
often occur at the same time or within 18 months of 
each other, although TAO occasionally precedes or 
follows the onset of hyperthyroidism by many years.4-6

Varying manifestations of TAO include proptosis, 
upper eyelid retraction, swelling (with or without 
erythema of the periocular tissues, lids, and 
conjunctivae), and extraocular muscle dysfunctions 
that may cause diplopia.4-8 TAO is reported to occur in 
25-50% of those with Graves’ disease, an autoimmune 
disorder that causes hyperthyroidism. Eighty to ninety 
percent of those with Graves’ ophthalmopathy, also 
called thyroid-associated ophthalmopathy, have 
hyperthyroidism, though some have euthyroidism 
or hypothyroidism primarily caused by Hashimoto 
thyroiditis. Please note the following distinction: 
Graves’ disease is systemic and causes hyperthyroidism, 
whereas Graves’ ophthalmopathy is ocular and may 
or may not be associated with hyperthyroidism.6,9,10 
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Regardless of the disease process, diplopia is well 
known to affect quality of life significantly and may 
threaten a patient’s safety and ability to function 
independently.11  

Although TAO is often identified by other names, 
the signs are the same for each, as just discussed. 
Names assigned to TAO in the current literature include 
the following: thyroid-associated ophthalmopathy6 

or orbitopathy,7 thyroid ophthalmopathy8,9 or 
orbitopathy,5 dysthyroid ophthalmopathy4,12 or 
orbitopathy,13 Graves’ ophthalmopathy6,9,11 or 
orbitopathy,6,7,14 and thyroid eye disease.4,7

Extraocular muscle instability in TAO is often 
associated with the progression of intermittent to 
constant diplopia, with or without spontaneous 
resolution.4-8,11,12,14,15 Although patients with TAO may 
not be bothered with the early onset of intermittent 
double vision, they typically want constant diplopia 
resolved immediately. Unfortunately, traditional care 
using prism may be of no benefit due to instability and 
variability of the nature of the diplopia.5,8 Occlusion of 
a whole spectacle lens or eye may provide immediate 
resolution of binocular diplopia, but patients with 
normal or near-normal best visual acuity (OD and 
OS) are often displeased with the loss of a binocular 
visual field. While binasal occlusion in TAO may inhibit 
constant binocular diplopia, a significant central 
scotoma may result. This may be profound when there 
is an inability of the extraocular muscles to move the 
eyes OU in any direction from primary gaze. For such 
patients, monocular partial/sector occlusion (MPSO) 
of a spectacle lens may be a sensible alternative. The 
procedure is effective, and patients find adaptation 
quick and easy. Also, MPSO may allow optimal use 
of the total effective visual field of both eyes while 
immediately resolving binocular diplopia temporarily 
or chronically as needed. If occlusion therapy to 
inhibit diplopia in TAO is not effective or is rejected, 
strabismus surgery may be considered. However, some 
patients may be poor candidates or may not be stable 
enough for surgery, and some may simply prefer no 
surgery.5,8,16 Surgical treatment of strabismus is only 
indicated in longstanding, unchanged misalignment 
for more than six months.5

Case Report
A 71-year-old female presented saying that, about 

two months earlier, she had seen her family nurse 
practitioner for lower gastrointestinal distress, elevated 
blood pressure, tachycardia, weight loss, edema 
of the feet and ankles, dry eyes, and severe eyelid 

edema with ptosis of both eyes. She was referred to 
an endocrinologist, who confirmed the diagnosis 
of Graves’ disease with hyperthyroidism. Following 
initiation of treatment with methimazole 10 mg PO 
qd, propanolol 20 mg PO tid, and selenium 200 mcg 
PO qd, the patient said that her systemic signs and 
symptoms remained the same for about six to eight 
weeks. In addition, she reported frequent, debilitating 
fatigue with minimal exertion, lethargy, and episodes 
of nervousness. She indicated an increased “dry, gritty” 
feeling of both eyes and “bulging” of her eyes, OS worse 
than OD (Figure 1). She was instilling artificial tears OU 
prn. She reported an onset of intermittent diplopia (on 
looking to the extreme right or left) that was worse in 
the mornings and with fatigue. This is common in TAO,4 
but she said it was “not bothersome.” Based on known 
Graves’ disease with hyperthyroidism and the ocular 
findings to follow, the diagnosis of TAO was made and 
discussed with the patient. She voiced a preference of 
avoiding taking systemic steroids or having any ocular, 
orbital, or other invasive procedures.

Findings on initial eye examination were as shown 
in Table 1. Because the patient’s chief ocular complaint 
remained the dry, gritty foreign-body sensation of 
both eyes, treatment was modified as follows: instill 
preservative-free artificial tears 1 gt OU q2h, apply 
a small amount of preservative-free lubricating 
ophthalmic ointment OU at bedtime, and tape eyelids 
shut with surgical/paper tape OU at bedtime. 

The patient returned for follow-up two weeks after 
the initial eye examination. She indicated compliance 
with the lubricating drops and ointment OU but self-
modified the eyelid taping suggestion at bedtime. 
Instead of tape, she was covering her closed eyes with 
a “fold of cellophane held in place with a bandanna” 
as that “stayed in place much better overnight.” While 
her eyes “felt better,” she said that there was no change 
in the intermittent diplopia on looking to the extreme 
right or left. It was “not really bothersome….just had 
to turn [her] head more to prevent the double vision.”  

Findings at two weeks after the initial eye 
examination were as shown in Table 2.

Figure 1. Exophthalmos, OS worse than OD
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There was no change in dry-eye therapy. As the 
tachycardia resolved, the endocrinologist instructed 
the patient to taper off the propranolol, to continue 
methimazole 10 mg PO qd and selenium 200 mcg PO 
qd, and to begin azelaic acid 20% topical cream bid or 
less frequently prn for rosacea.    

At 8 weeks after the initial eye examination, the 
patient presented with a chief complaint as follows: 
“The double vision has definitely gotten more 
frequent in the last two weeks. Now, there is a constant 
separation of objects when looking straight ahead.” 
Because she lived alone in a rural area, which requires 
driving for essential services and materials, she needed 
immediate relief from the diplopia. In an effort to cope, 
the patient had discontinued her prescription lined 
bifocals except for reading. Of her own accord, she 
had purchased a pair of single-vision OTC sunglasses, 
removed the right lens, and applied frosted cling wrap 
to the whole left spectacle lens. Without a bifocal 
spectacle lens OD, she had a larger vertical visual 
field at distance OD, which she appreciated, especially 
since her eyes would not elevate from primary gaze. 
Binocular diplopia was resolved with the whole left 
lens occluded, but she did not feel safe driving. 

At 8 weeks after the initial eye examination, there 
was no change in refraction OU. The only changes in 
findings are shown in Table 3. There was no change in 
dry-eye therapy. Thyroid hormone levels were normal. 
The endocrinologist instructed the patient to taper to 
methimazole 10 mg PO qd alternating with 5 mg qod, 
to continue selenium 200 mcg PO qd, and to continue 
azelaic acid 20% topical cream bid or less frequently 
prn for rosacea. 

I explained to the patient that single-vision lenses 
with a distance prescription would enhance the visual 
acuities and allow optimal vertical visual fields in chin-
lift position. This would improve vision since both 
eyes were unable to move up from primary gaze. 
Because prism was determined to be of no benefit, 
and she did not like having a whole spectacle lens 
occluded, I discussed the potential of MPSO or binasal 
occlusion to inhibit constant binocular diplopia. I 
explained that MPSO might allow her to use both 
eyes with a more normal, total effective visual field.18 

Unaided visual acuity OD and OS 20/25-2

Spectacle Rx OD: pl-1.00x083, 20/25   +2.25 add, 20/25
OS: -1.00 sph, 20/40-1               +2.25 add, 20/40.

Ocular motility Up, right, and left gaze moderately constricted with 
each eye; down gaze normal in each eye

Alignment Mild esotropia/hypotropia of approximately 10^ eso 
and 10^ hypo OS (estimated by Purkinje image; 1 mm 
asymmetry=22^) both in left and right gaze
Normal alignment with fusion and gross stereopsis in 
primary gaze

Visual fields Full to confrontation OD and OS

Amsler grid Normal OU

Color vision Normal OU

Pachymetry 593 OD, 609 OS

IOP 21/23 tonopen, 10:26 am
22/24 tonopen, 10:27am

Anterior segment Trace to mild diffuse conjunctivitis OS > OD          
Inferior, horizontal band of trace SPK OD
Inferior, horizontal band of #1.5 SPK OS
1+ anterior subcapsular and nuclear sclerotic cataracts 
OU
Lagophthalmos 
OD = 1.0 mm fissure between sup/inf lid margins
OS = 2.0 mm fissure between sup/inf lid margins
Eyelid retraction: left upper lid worse than right upper 
lid (Figure 2)

Posterior segment C/Ds = 0.1/0.1, optic discs flat and normal; fundus 
evaluation normal

Exophthalmometry 21 mm OD, 23 mm OS (normal = 15.4 white female)17

Table 1 . Exam Data from Initial Evaluation

Unaided visual acuity OD 20/25-1, OS 20/25-2

Ocular motility Now unable to follow penlight up, right, or left OU
Normal in down gaze with each eye          

Alignment Purkinje images, fusion, and stereo unchanged

Visual fields Humphrey full-field 81-point screening:
   Inferior arcuate scotoma and mild superior nasal
     defects with enlargement of the blind spot (EBS) OD
   Inferior arcuate scotoma with EBS OS

Amsler grid Normal OU

IOP 19/21 tonopen at 3:21pm

Anterior segment Conjunctiva and cataracts unchanged
Cornea: normal OD, grade 1 SPK inferiorly OS
Lagophthalmos
OD = 1.5 mm fissure between sup/inf lid margins
OS = 2.5 mm fissure between sup/inf lid margins
Eyelid retraction: upper lid OS worse than upper lid OD

OCT anterior: Angles normal OU, OCT optic disc cube 200x200: thick-
ening of nerve fiber layers superiorly and inferiorly OU

Exophthalmometry 22 mm OD, 24 mm OS 

Table 2 . Exam Data from Two-week Follow-Up Evaluation

Figure 2. Eyelid retraction, left upper eyelid worse than right upper 
eyelid

Unaided visual acuity OD amd OS 20/30+2

Alignment Fusion or stereopsis in primary gaze: None

IOP 16/18 tonopen at 12:05pm

Anterior segment Lagophthalmos
OD = 1.5 mm fissure between sup/inf lid margins
OS = 3.0 mm fissure between sup/inf lid margins

Exophthalmometry 22.5 mm OD, 25 mm OS 

Table 3 . Exam Data from Eight-week Follow-Up Evaluation
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Although I emphasized that her double vision could 
spontaneously resolve with ongoing treatment of 
the Graves’ disease and hyperthyroidism, the patient 
was eager for a temporary resolution of the constant 
diplopia that would allow the use of both eyes, 
especially for driving. The challenge was in determining 
the most effective way to occlude precisely only that 
part of the visual field necessary to inhibit the constant 
horizontal binocular diplopia.

Monocular Partial/Sector Occlusion Therapy: A 
Procedure to Inhibit Diplopia in Thyroid-Associated 
Ophthalmopathy
1. Preliminary steps:

a. Order single-vision glasses with Rx for far.           
1. The patient may be encouraged to select a 

frame with larger than their usual eye size, 
since some of the very-small-eye-size lenses 
will not be adequate for monocular partial/
sector occlusion. 

2. If the patient does not require prescription 
lenses at far, a stock frame with dummy 
lenses (not to be dispensed) or a frame with 
OTC +0.50 approved lenses can be used to 
measure for MPSO.

b. The patient is seated in the exam chair wearing 
the single-vision glasses with Rx for far and 
is instructed to look straight ahead. They are 
allowed to assume their usual chin-lift position 
that is common in TAO.5,8,12

c. A single white spot is projected on the screen 
directly in front of the patient at 20 ft. They 
should report seeing two white spots. The spatial 
relationship of the two spots is documented. 
They may be side-by-side, vertical, or diagonal 
to each other.

2. Constant horizontal diplopia:  The patient will see 
two spots separated side-by-side.

a. As the patient looks straight ahead at the two 
white spots, a 2”x2” piece of index card is 
used to begin slowly occluding the spectacle 
lens, starting at the nasal eyewire of the non-
dominant eye.

b. The patient is requested to indicate when they 
only see one white spot. The spectacle lens is 
marked at that point with a fine-tip, erasable 
marker.

c. Frosted tape is then applied to the lens from the 
nasal eyewire to the mark.

3. Constant vertical diplopia:  The patient will see two 
spots separated one above the other.

a. As the patient looks straight ahead, first 
determine which eye is seeing the lower of the 
two white spots (the least hypotropic eye). 

b. Use a 2”x2” piece of index card to begin slowly 
occluding the spectacle lens, starting at the 
inferior eyewire of the least hypotropic eye. 

c. The patient is requested to indicate when they 
only see one white spot. The spectacle lens is 
marked at that point with a fine-tip, erasable 
marker.

d. Frosted tape is then applied to the lens from the 
inferior eyewire to the mark.

4. Assessment of the MPSO spectacles:
a. While wearing the MPSO spectacles with the 

frosted tape, the patient is requested to walk 
around inside and outside the office.

b. A binocular confrontation field test can be used 
to evaluate the patient’s effective field of vision 
while wearing the MPSO spectacles.

c. If the patient reports that the diplopia has 
resolved with improved visual comfort, MPSO 
spectacles are then prescribed for wear.

Upon first wearing the MPSO spectacles in and 
around the office, the subject of this case report 
commented, “Amazing, no double vision, and I can 
see so much better using both eyes…” The single-
vision MPSO spectacles successfully inhibited constant 
horizontal binocular diplopia for about five weeks 
(Figures 3 and 4). At that time, she reported, “Good 
news, the diplopia, on looking straight ahead, started 
to resolve each day for a few hours at a time, as much 
as 4-6 waking hours, but it would seem to return.” 
About two weeks later, she reported that the diplopia 
in primary gaze “resolved all week,” and the MPSO 
glasses were no longer needed. However, she said, “the 
taped glasses were a life saver for driving…I haven’t 
pulled the tape off, in case.” For this patient, MPSO 
was sufficient to inhibit constant binocular diplopia in 
primary gaze until that ocular manifestation of Graves’ 
disease resolved (15 weeks after her initial presentation 
for an eye exam). Although she continued to report 

Figure 3. TAO case report subject wearing MPSO glasses to inhibit 
horizontal binocular diplopia
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intermittent diplopia with extreme right or left gaze, 
she said it was “not bothersome.” 

 Fifteen months after being diagnosed with Graves’ 
disease,  hyperthyroidism, and TAO,  the patient reports 
that she feels “fairly good.” She continues systemic 
treatment with selenium 200 mcg PO qd but has 
tapered methimazole to 2.5 mg PO qd. She continues 
azelaic acid 20% topical cream bid or less frequently 
prn for rosacea. She says, “My eyes have pretty much 
been the most troubling aspect since day one and 
throughout.” There has been no change in her dry-
eye therapy OU, since any modification has resulted 
in ocular discomfort. She still reports intermittent 
diplopia on extreme gaze right or left but says it is 
“less frequent, sometimes skipping a day or two, and 
definitely not bothersome.” Her diplopia in primary 
gaze has never recurred. For TAO patients whose 
constant binocular diplopia in primary gaze persists, 
the taped lens can be used as a lab pattern for frosting 
the precise sector of the spectacle lens required for 
chronic MPSO therapy.

The subject had horizontal (only) binocular 
diplopia. Although any individual extraocular muscle 
can be involved, TAO has the greatest predilection 
for the inferior rectus muscle, causing hypotropia 
with a tendency for vertical binocular diplopia. 
TAO’s second greatest predilection is for the medial 
rectus muscle, causing esotropia with a tendency for 
horizontal binocular diplopia.4-8 For a TAO patient with 
both horizontal and vertical binocular diplopia, the 
procedure for monocular partial/sector occlusion is the 
same as just described for horizontal (only) binocular 
diplopia. 

If a TAO patient’s eyes do not elevate adequately 
from primary gaze, chin lift is often necessary to view 
targets located superiorly.5,8,12 That problem would be 
exacerbated with occlusion of the superior sector of a 
spectacle lens. Thus, MPSO is preferably done inferiorly 
to resolve vertical (only) binocular diplopia in TAO 
patients with limited movement of the eyes in up gaze 
(Figure 5).

MPSO therapy to inhibit binocular diplopia in TAO 
patients is most effective when BVAs are about the 

same in each eye. When one eye has a significantly 
worse BVA than the other, whole occlusion of the 
dimmer eye may be preferable to MPSO. 

Discussion
Despite ocular and systemic treatment of TAO, 

enlargement and dysfunction of the extraocular 
muscles, often greater in one eye than the other, 
can contribute to binocular diplopia.5,7,11,12,14 This 
may progress from intermittent or cyclic (occurring/
resolving at regular intervals of time) to constant 
diplopia that can be difficult to manage.11,12 Because 
patients typically want a quick fix for constant diplopia, 
it is tempting simply to suggest whole occlusion of the 
dimmer eye or the more proptotic eye (when BVAs are 
about the same). This can be done with an eye patch 
over the appropriate eye, a spectacle lens occluder 
or frosted lens, or frosted tape that is applied to the 
appropriate spectacle lens (whole surface). If the patient 
wears a significant prescription in contact lenses, it 
may be possible to resolve the binocular diplopia by 
discontinuing the contact lens for the dimmer eye or 
more proptotic eye (when BVAs are about the same). 
If the patient does not wear prescription contact 
lenses, they may want to consider wearing one with 
an opaque center in the dimmer or more proptotic 
eye (when BVAs are about the same). Occlusion of a 
whole spectacle lens or eye requires little more than a 
suggestion to the patient, but it may not be the best 
option for resolving binocular diplopia in TAO. This is 
especially true for those with normal or near-normal 
BVAs in each eye who prefer to continue using both 
eyes with a more normal, total effective visual field.18

Because the subject of this case report lives alone 
in a remote, rural area, driving for essential services 
and materials is necessary. Thus, constant diplopia 
threatened her independence, as she did not feel 
safe driving with one whole spectacle lens occluded. 
MPSO provided immediate relief of the temporary 
(five weeks’ duration) constant diplopia in primary 
gaze while allowing the use of both eyes with about 
180 degrees total effective horizontal visual field OU. 
Although there was no fusion or stereopsis, the visual 

Figure 4. MPSO glasses to inhibit horizontal binocular diplopia in TAO 
case report subject

Figure 5. MPSO glasses to inhibit vertical binocular diplopia in TAO
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field of the slightly esotropic OD compensated for 
the contiguous nasal and central scotoma OS created 
by the monocular partial/sector occlusion of the left 
spectacle lens. This was determined with a binocular 
confrontation field test to evaluate the total effective 
horizontal visual field. 

The prevalence of hyperthyroidism in the United 
States is 1.2%, the majority of TAO patients have 
hyperthyroidism,19 and  most TAO is best treated 
conservatively.20 In those with binocular diplopia, 
prism may be of no benefit, and occlusion of a whole 
spectacle lens or eye may be barely tolerated or 
rejected.18 For those TAO patients with normal or near-
normal BVAs in each eye, MPSO may be a sensible 
and effective temporary or chronic therapy to inhibit 
constant binocular diplopia. If occlusion therapy to 
inhibit diplopia in TAO is not effective or rejected, 
strabismus surgery may be considered.
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ABSTRACT

Background: Video magnification (VM) is a useful 
tool often employed in low vision rehabilitation 
(LVR), particularly when conventional magnification 
options are unable to fulfill a patient’s reading goals. 
VM offers an alternative solution to overcoming 
the limitations of traditional low vision (LV) aids. 
Portability is an important feature that can extend 
the use of these devices into multiple settings and 
tasks. As with any LV aid, every portable VM device 
will have pros and cons that should be considered 
when prescribing. 

Case Reports: Five cases are discussed illustrating 
the application of a systematic approach to 
prescribing portable VM devices for LV patients 
with various levels of visual impairment. Standard 
measures of visual function, including visual acuity 
(VA), visual fields (VF), and contrast sensitivity, 
were reduced to different extents in each case. 
All patients communicated a chief complaint of 
decreased reading performance. Primary goals 
covered included spot reading, recreational volume 
reading, and vocational reading. These goals were 
all successfully met by carefully matching each 
patient’s reading goals with a specific type and 
model of a portable VM device.

Introduction 
Various treatment options are used in LVR to 

address the reading goals of the visually impaired. In 
general, these treatment modalities can be broadly 
divided into the following categories: optical aids, 
non-optical aids, and electronic assistive technology. 
Traditional optical aids include high-plus reading 
spectacles, handheld magnifiers, stand magnifiers, 
and telemicroscopes. Non-optical aids include tints, 
lighting, and typoscopes. In many cases, reading 
goals can be met by improving visual efficiency with 
the development of LVR compensatory strategies 
such as eccentric view (EV) training and prescribing 
conventional optical and non-optical devices.  
Furthermore, these traditional devices are often an 
ideal treatment choice for reading given their ease of 
use, portability, and lower cost. Nevertheless, there 
will be cases when conventional LV aids are not able 
to meet the LV patient’s reading goals adequately. In 
such situations, electronic assistive technology can 
be a viable alternative solution.1
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Conclusion: Handheld VM devices offer a portable 
and adaptable solution for addressing a LV patient’s 
reading needs, thereby making these devices 
appealing to both the LV provider and the patient. 
However, with such a large array of portable 
electronic magnifiers available on the market, the 
task of prescribing the most appropriate device 
for the LV patient can be challenging. A systematic 
LVR approach assessing all of the factors that may 
influence a patient’s success with a portable VM 
device can ease the selection process. This paper 
will provide an overview of the vast number of 
options of portable VM devices available, review 
the patient and device selection criteria utilized 
for determining the most appropriate one, and 
demonstrate practical application of these devices 
in LVR through case presentation.

Keywords: low vision, low vision rehabilitation, 
portable video magnification, video magnification 
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Electronic assistive technology includes computer 
magnification software, audiobooks or electronic 
books, wearable technology, and video magnification 
(VM), among others.2 VM is one subcategory of 
electronic assistive technology employed in LVR to 
overcome some of the limitations of conventional 
LV aids. This digital solution uses a camera with an 
attached task light to project an image onto a screen 
or TV monitor.1,3 The image on the screen can be 
enlarged and the contrast enhanced to facilitate 
reading. VM devices are available in both desktop 
and portable versions, depending on the needs of 
the patient. Desktop VM devices are meant to be 
used in one fixed location and often come with a 
stand-mounted camera. Such devices often integrate 
a reading X-Y table to move the document, so the 
desired text is displayed on the screen. However, they 
are typically large, bulky, and consume a lot of space, 
restricting their use to one place. On the other hand, 
portable VM devices offer a compact and lightweight 
option to meet reading needs both at home and 
on-the-go. For this reason, these transportable 
devices afford the opportunity to extend the use and 
benefits of VM into various settings, making them an 
ideal treatment choice for a particular subset of LV 
patients.4 

There are several studies focused on the success 
of VM with respect to reading.3,5 Many of them use 
reading speed as a primary outcome. Jackson et al. 
found that patients of similar age, VA, and contrast 
sensitivity exhibited faster reading speeds for both 
spot and continuous reading, on a desktop VM device 
versus traditional aids.3 Additionally, a systematic 
review by Virgili et al. demonstrated with moderate-
certainty evidence that reading stamina was longer 
when using a VM in comparison to conventional 
optical devices.5 Although there is some proof 
to back the use of VM generally in LVR, there are 
fewer studies specifically focused on the portable 
subcategory. Much of the available research has been 
limited to older models of portable VM devices. On 
the other hand, the majority of the current research 
has been concentrated on tablet-based VM, especially 
using the Apple iPad.6-9 While faster reading speeds 
have been observed using the iPad compared to 
traditional optical aids, Morrice et al. and Wittich et al. 
found no statistically significant difference in reading 
speeds with an iPad versus portable and desktop 
VM devices.8,9 Even though there remains a lack of 
studies covering the extensive VM devices available 
on the market, the benefits of all types of VM cannot 
be overlooked. 

Reading material comes in all different font sizes 
and contrasts often not visually accessible to the LV 
patient. However, VM can transform the small, poorly 
contrasting text into a visually discernible, high-
contrast, enlarged image. VM also allows the LV patient 
to read at a more comfortable working distance while 
providing variable magnifications. This is especially 
beneficial when the level of magnification required 
to meet the demands of a reading task necessitates a 
very close and uncomfortable working distance with 
traditional aids. Furthermore, VM devices are typically 
more user-friendly and easier to learn than other types 
of electronic assistive technology. Nevertheless, they 
will still require more training and skills to operate 
them proficiently compared to conventional LV aids.10

Portable VM devices offer a transportable, 
ergonomic, and versatile solution for overcoming 
the limitations of conventional devices. As with 
any LV aid, there is a specific patient population 
best suited for these portable electronic devices. 
Matching a patient’s reading goal with the best VM 
device model can be a challenging task for the LV 
provider, especially when a large array of portable 
VM devices is available. Careful consideration of 
the patient’s goals, visual capabilities, and physical 
limitations in relation to the task requirements is 
necessary to ensure that the most ideal portable 
VM device has been prescribed. Furthermore, new 
portable VM devices are continuously entering the 
market as novel advancements in technology occur.  
Consequently, it is important that LV practitioners 
remain knowledgeable and up to date about current 
VM technology, as this will guarantee that their LV 
patients are being prescribed the most suitable and 
latest VM devices. 

This paper presents an overview of the many 
options of portable VM devices available to prescribe 
and gives case-based guidance on when one device 
may prevail over another. The tables contained within 
the scope of this review provide a comprehensive but 
not all-inclusive list of portable VM options. Ultimately, 
this paper serves to provide the LV optometrist with 
guidelines to improve their confidence and increase 
patient satisfaction when prescribing portable VM 
devices.

Discussion
The purpose of LVR is to equip the visually 

impaired with the tools and strategies necessary to 
preserve independence. One skill area often negatively 
impacted by vision loss is reading. Reading is crucial 
for performing everyday educational, vocational, 
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recreational, and daily-living tasks. In fact, reading is 
the most sought-out activity of daily living (ADL) with 
which visually impaired patients request assistance 
from the LV provider.1,5,11 Moreover, considerable 
evidence exists to support the benefit that LVR has 
on improving reading ability.12

A wide variety of LV aids is available, and these are 
often employed in LVR to assist the visually impaired 
with reading. Typically, reading goals are assessed 
with conventional optical and non-optical aids during 
a LV near evaluation. In many cases, these devices will 
be appropriate and meet the patient’s reading needs. 
However, despite the employment of conventional 
aids, the patient may continue to experience difficulty. 
With a greater degree of functional vision loss, many 
of the traditional optical systems will require a very 
close and inflexible working distance, which may 
also reduce the reading field of view (FOV).4 These 
systems are usually not ideal for patients with poor 
hand control or for those who are unable to maintain 
or adapt to a very close working distance. Similarly, 
while the application of conventional non-optical 
aids, such as lighting, anti-reflective coatings, and 
tints, may improve access to print for some, these 
interventions will likely not be adequate for LV patients 
with severe loss of contrast sensitivity.1,13 In situations 
where conventional optics are unable to compensate 
adequately for the limitations of functional vision, VM 
offers a viable alternative solution.

VM devices provide several advantages 
compared to traditional aids. They offer a wide 
range of magnification levels that can be varied 
to accommodate specific task(s).4 VM devices 
afford more flexible working distances and provide 
enhanced contrast by including multiple contrast 
and color options.1 These devices also provide a 
larger FOV when compared to most optical aids of 
equivalent magnification.1 Moreover, the advantages 
of VM go beyond improving accessibility of print, 
reading speed, or stamina to include the availability 
of special ancillary and advanced functions. Some 
of these helpful supplementary features include 
saving a photo for later reference, distance viewing 
with magnification, or text-to-speech, to name just 
a few.1 Despite the many pros of VM, there are cons 
to these devices, the most significant of which is 
cost. Many also require a battery to operate and will 
therefore need time to charge. Additionally, even 
compact portable VM devices will still be larger and 
heavier than a traditional pair of reading spectacles. 

Furthermore, some patients may even experience 
nausea from the motion of the print on the screen.1

Before considering VM as an alternative option 
for reading, it is important to determine whether the 
patient is an appropriate candidate for this mode of 
treatment. The LV provider must be able to identify 
and to recognize ideal candidates, as this ensures that 
the patient will receive the most functional benefit 
and have continued success. Patients who are unable 
to meet their reading goals with traditional aids but 
who are motivated and have intact cognition are likely 
to be good candidates. VM devices require training, 
from the simplest device to the most complex. 
The patient must be willing and able to learn the 
skills necessary to operate the various features and 
functions and to care for the device properly, as well 
as demonstrate proficiency while using it. VM devices 
are not recommended for patients with cognitive 
impairment and/or poor memory. However, in cases 
of mild cognitive decline, with a motivated patient, 
choosing a simpler device with fewer buttons and 
settings may be still suitable. In addition, prior 
experience with technology, while not a prerequisite 
for VM device use, may be correlated with the 
complexity of the device prescribed and may suggest 
the amount of training that will be needed.

Selecting and prescribing the most appropriate VM 
device will largely depend on the task requirements 
dictated by the patient’s specific reading goal(s) and 
the patient’s level of visual function. The hallmark of 
all the devices included in this review is portability, 
which is perhaps the first task requirement to consider 
when deciding on the type of VM to prescribe. Desktop 
VM devices are large, bulky, and can only be used in 
a fixed location. Such devices would not be practical 
for patients wanting to read in multiple settings. 
Instead, these patients would be better served with a 
portable VM device. To complicate matters, the level 
and ease of transportability varies among the large 
array of portable VM devices available. The patient’s 
goals should direct the LV provider as to the level of 
portability necessary. For example, if a patient needs 
a portable device to keep in their pocket for reading 
price tags and ingredient labels at the grocery store, 
then a small, lightweight portable VM device is 
indicated. On the contrary, if a patient is trying to 
read longer bodies of text or is planning to use the 
device in a school or vocational setting, then a larger 
VM device is more appropriate. In cases where larger 
portable VM devices are indicated, physical limitations 
to carrying these heavy portable VM devices should 
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be considered. Some companies may offer a rolling 
case for the devices to ease the transporting process. 

Reading rate, or fluency, is a very important 
task requirement that plays a key role in the device-
selection process. Every reading task has a defined 
rate of words per minute (wpm) that must be met to 
achieve fluency and success. Spot reading tasks, such 
as reading a price tag, menu, or medication bottle, 
can be accomplished comfortably and fluently with 
a minimal reading rate of about 40 wpm.1,14 However, 
volume reading goals typically require a reading rate 
of at least 80-100 wpm, which is the equivalent of a 2nd 
grade reading rate.1,14 Nevertheless, even when some 
LV patients achieve the required fluency for volume 
reading, they may still not be satisfied, especially if 
they are an avid reader or have vocational demands.  
This is likely due to the fact that more complex and 
long-term reading tasks typically necessitate a higher 
fluency defined by 160 wpm, which is the equivalent 
of a 6th grade reading rate.1,14 This rate becomes 
even higher for vocational reading goals, and a rate 
of 250 wpm may be warranted.1 With vision loss, it is 
quite common for LV patients to experience reduced 
reading rates.15 Although it has been concluded 
that reading rates do not affect comprehension, LV 
patients will typically avoid reading if it is too tedious 
and slow due to frustration.1,14,15

There are several factors that can influence 
reading rates. The LV provider must be cognizant of 
these factors, as they influence reading performance 
and are adversely affected with impaired visual 
function. Visual span is the area around fixation 
within which characters can be recognized.16 It has 
been shown that low contrast sensitivity reduces 
the visual span size and increases the fixation time 
required to recognize those characters; this in turn 
yields a slower reading rate.13 Portable VM devices 
offer high-contrast reading modes, which create a 
contrast reserve positively impacting reading rate. 
The central 15-20 degrees of fixation is the most 
important area for reading.1 Central VF loss has been 
shown to have a direct impact on reading fluency. 
Larger central scotomas typically result in the 
patient using a preferred retinal locus with greater 
degrees of eccentricity, thus yielding increasingly 
slower reading rates.1,14,17 Likewise, peripheral VF loss 
encroaching on the central area of vision can also 
impact reading rates.18 Despite the employment of 
LV aids with high-contrast settings and appropriate 
magnification, many LV patients will not obtain a 
level of fluency equivalent to that prior to their vision 
loss.13 However, in many cases, LV aids can still help 

the visually impaired patient achieve an acceptable 
level of fluency with regard to their reading goals.

Special ancillary and unique features offered 
by the different types of portable VM devices are 
another important factor to consider when selecting 
a particular device. All portable VM devices offer 
standard CCTV functions; however, a few stand out 
because of distinctive features. If a certain function 
could be useful to a patient given their goals, then this 
step may help narrow the selection. Some of these 
features include line masking, OCR capability, and 
access to the internet. Although the primary use of 
portable VM devices is typically at near, some devices 
also offer a range of working distances. This affords 
the advantage of prescribing one device to assist 
with multiple tasks that would otherwise require the 
prescription of more than one LV aid. For example, a 
self-viewing mode provided by a certain portable VM 
device would allow the patient to meet not only their 
reading goals but also their self-care goals. Similarly, 
a student in a classroom setting will likely have a 
range of reading demands, which includes reading 
at their desk as well as reading the whiteboard. In 
such cases, a single portable VM device could satisfy 
multiple goals and simplify the LVR process. 

Ultimately, the most appropriate portable VM 
device will need to compensate for the patient’s 
visual limitations and address task requirements 
while complementing the patient’s lifestyle. A balance 
must be struck between the size of the patient’s 
functional VF, their preferred working distance, the 
screen size, the required reading rate, and the level 
of magnification required by the patient’s VA. If the 
portable VM cannot adequately balance these factors 
to achieve the reading goal(s), the LV provider will 
need to consider other adaptations or alternative 
solutions. Lastly, cost may be a major barrier for 
prescribing and selecting a particular portable VM 
device. Portable VM devices can be an expensive 
rehabilitative therapy. Costs are drastically different 
among the devices, ranging from $300 to $4000 
depending on the sophistication of the technology 
and the size of the device.19 Financial assistance may 
be available through state-funded agencies, non-
profit organizations, or the American Veterans Affairs 
Hospitals for US veterans. 

The number of VM devices assessed during the 
evaluation should be limited to a few specific types 
and models best matching the patient’s reading 
goal(s) and specific task requirements. This will ensure 
that the most appropriate VM device is prescribed, 
promote success, and prevent overwhelming the 
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Company Device Screen Size 
(inches)

Magnifica-
tion

Weight 
(ounces)

Battery 
(hours)

No. of Con-
trast Options

Save Pic-
tures

Distance 
View

Self-View Line 
Masking

Bierley Maggie 5 3.5-7x 4.9 6.0 3

Enhanced 
Vision

Pebble mini 3 3.1-10x 4.0 2.0 10+ +

Pebble HD 4 1.2-20x 7.2 2.5 10+ +

Amigo HD 7 1.4-25x 20.8 3.0 10+ + +

UltraMag 5 5 2.0-30x 8.5 3.0 9 + +

Eschenbach Mobilux 
Digital Touch 
HD *stand

4 Without 
base: 
4.0-15x

8.0 3.0 5 + +

Smartlux 
Digital

5 1.7-12x 7.7 2.5 5 +

Visolux 
Digital HD

7 2.0-22x 16.0 3.5 10+ + +

Visolux Digi-
tal XL FHD

11 2.0-22x 37.0 2.5 10+ + +

Freedom 
Scientific

Ruby 4 2.0-14x 7.7 2.0 5 +

Ruby HD 4 2.0-13x 8.0 2.0 10+ + +

Ruby XL HD 5 2.0-14x 10.5 3.0 10+ + +

Ruby 7 7 2.0-24x 18.0 4.0 10+ + + +

Humanware Explore 3 3 2.0-16x 5.2 3.5 8

Explore 5 5 2.0-22x 8.0 3.0 10+ + +

Explore 8 8** 2.0-30x 20.8 4.5 10+ + +

Optelec Compact + 
HD

4 3.0-10x 8.9 3.0 5 +

Compact 6 
HD  *Speech: 
OCR

6** 0.5-21x 9.5 3.0 10+ + +

Compact 
7 HD

7 2.5-30x 22.6 5.0 10+ +

Compact 10 
HD *Speech: 
OCR

10** 0.5-22x 32.3 3.5 10+ + +

Patriot Vision 
Industries

Patriot 7 
FHD *Voice 
commands

7** 2.3-19x 15.5 5.0 10+ + +

Patriot 10 
HD

10 2.5-18x 24.0 4.0 10+ + +

Rehan Elec-
tronics

Looky 3 3.0-8x 7.0 1.5 3

Looky+ 3 2.0-20x 7.0 2.5 5

Looky 4+ 4** 2.0-20x 7.6 2.0 10 + +

Looky 5 5** 2.0-20x 10.5 3.0 10 + + +

Looky 10 10 2.2-16x 23.9 3.0 10+ + + + +

Sightcare Clover 4 5 3.5-16x
2.5-24x

6.3 4.5 10+

Clover 5 5 4.0-20x
3.0-30x

7.4 3.0 10+

Clover 7s 7 2.2-16x 14.6 3.0 10+ + + +

Clover 10 10 2.5-18x 23.9 3.0 10+ + +

Zoomax Snow 4 2.0-16x 7.2 3.5 10

Snow 7 HD 
Plus

7 2.5-19x 18.8 3.5 10+ + + +

M5 HD Plus 
*OCR

5 2.3-16x 9.3 4.0 10+ + + +

Luna 8 8 2.5-19x 17.6 4.5 10+ + +

4 2.0-19x 7.0 3.0 10+

Table 1 . Handheld Video Magnifiers (parameters and specifications obtained from manufacturers’ and vendors’ websites)20-55  

(**touchscreen)
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patient. To simplify the comparison process, this 
review has sorted the most well-known portable 
VM devices into the following categories: handheld, 
foldable desktop, camera-only, and tablet-based 
(Tables 1-4). This is a comprehensive list but not an 
all-inclusive one.

Handheld VM devices represent category 1 and 
provide the best portability (Table 1). A smaller 
screen size allows for easy transport between 
the home, the store, and the workplace. Some 
devices in this category are quite simple to use 
with straightforward functions, while other devices 
offer more viewing options, such as distance view 
mode, saving pictures, and line masking. Category 
2 consists of foldable desktop VM devices, which 
generally have the largest screens (Table 2). Larger 

screens are great for volume-reading goals requiring 
increased FOV and higher magnification levels. Since 
they are larger in size, they tend to be heavier and 
therefore less portable. However, many come with a 
case designed to be carried. Camera-only VM devices, 
which is category 3, are designed to be connected to 
a computer or monitor (Table 3). Many of the devices 
in this category include OCR with an auditory option. 
OCR is especially helpful in cases where the patient 
has high-volume fluency goals for prolonged periods 
of time and using vision alone would be inefficient 
and laborious.

Category 4 includes tablet-based VM devices, 
which offer the widest range of functionality 
(Table 4). Tablets offer most of the capabilities of a 
computer, including Wi-Fi and Bluetooth accessibility. 

Company Device Screen 
Size 
(inches)

Magnifica-
tion

Weight 
(lbs)

Battery 
(hours)

No. of 
Contrast 
Options

Connect 
to Wifi

Save 
Pictures

Distance 
View

Self-View Line 
masking

OCR

Enhanced 
Vision

Merlin HD 
mini 15

1.4-20x
2.0-32x
3.5-60x

10.6

5.0 10+ + + + +

17
1.4-25x
2.3-35x
3.5-70x

12.0

Acrobat 
HD Mini 
Ultra 
(portable 
via rolling 
case)

13 1.3-65x 12.2 6.0 10+ + + +

Freedom 
Scientific

Topaz 
PHD

12 1.7-24x 9.4
4.0 10+ + + +

15 2.3-31x 10.4

Topaz 
Ultra 15

1.4-20x
2.0-32x
3.5-60x

10.6

5.0 10+ + + + +

17
1.4-25x
2.3-35x
3.5-70x

12.0

Human-
ware

Reveal 16
16 1.0-45x

14.1
5.0 10+ + + + +

Reveal 16i 15.2 + +

Low Vision 
Interna-
tional

MagniLink 
One 17 1.7-45x 9.5 plug 10+

MagniLink 
Zip Premi-
um FHD

13 1.1-35x 8.4 5.0 10+ + + +

17 1.4-45x 9.5 4.5 10+ + + + +

Optelec ClearView 
GO 15

1.4-20x
2.0-32x
3.5-60x

10.6

5.0 10+ + + + +

17
1.4-25x
2.3-35x
3.5-70x

12.0

Traveller 
HD 13 2.4-30x 4.4 4.4 2.0 10+ + +

Sightcare Clover 
Book Pro 12 1.0-60x 5.2 4.0 10+ + + + + +

Zoomax Snow 12 12 2.5-19x 2.7 2.5 10+ + + + +

Table 2 . Foldable Desktop Video Magnifiers (parameters and specifications obtained from manufacturers’ and vendors’ 
websites)56-68
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Unlike the other categories of portable VM devices, 
tablets are mainstream, and some patients may 
already own one or know how to use them. While 
a variety of apps are available for download onto 
a personal tablet, some LV vendors offer tablet-
based systems that are inclusive of a tablet loaded 
with their proprietary magnification software and 
a tablet stand for ergonomic viewing comfort. For 
LV patients already owning a personal tablet, some 
vendors offer the option to load their software 
onto a capable personal tablet; however, often the 
accessory tablet stand will only fit the specific model 
of tablet included in the full system. These tablet-
based systems are a more comprehensive option 
with robust functions and customizations, such as 
OCR with the option to follow along visually, contrast 
options, and voice recording. While downloadable 

apps can be useful for simple daily tasks, they do not 
offer the level of functionality of a tablet-based VM 
system. Therefore, device prescribing is dependent 
on the task requirement factors for the individual 
patient’s needs. Wittich et al. found no statistically 
significant difference between reading performance 
with an Apple iPad Air versus the Optelec Compact 
5 HD, which is a handheld VM device.9 While equal 
in efficacy to a more traditional portable VM device 
and more sophisticated functionally, tablet-based VM 
devices are more recommended for patients who are 
very motivated and high functioning. If a tablet-based 
system is appropriate for the goals and cognitive 
ability of the patient, then training is warranted to 
facilitate learning of the robust accessibility functions 
and app(s). Morrice et al. demonstrated tablet-based 
systems were equal in effectiveness to desktop VM 

Company Device Minimum Op-
erating System 
Requirements

Magnifica-
tion

OCR Weight (lbs) Save 
Pictures

Battery 
(hours)

Distance 
View

Self-View Line 
masking

Enhanced 
Vision

Transformer 
HD

Windows 10
Mac Mojave 
10.14
Chrome OS V73
Android OS 8.1 
iPad OS 12

1.7-30x + 3.4 + 2 + + +

Freedom 
Scientific

PEARL with 
Fusion Windows 7-10 1.0-60x + 2.0 + USB +

Low Vision 
International

MagniLink S 
Premium 2

Windows 7 
Mac OS X 10.6 
Chrome OS 
59-85
Simple Monitor

1.1-75x + 4.2 + USB + + +

MagniLink 
Pro FHD TTS

Windows 7
Apple OS X 10.6
Chrome OS 
59-85
Simple Monitor

1.1-70x + 9.9 + 5 + + +

TrySight ReadDesk Windows XP 1.0-30x + 1.5 + USB +

Table 3 . Camera-Only Video Magnifiers (parameters and specifications obtained from manufacturers’ and vendors’ websites)69-73

Company Device Tablet 
Included

Screen Size 
(inches)

Weight (lbs) Battery 
(hours)

Magnifica-
tion

Option of 
Stand

OCR Distance 
View

Self-View

Humanware Connect 12 Humanware 
tablet

12 4.3 7 1.0-24x + + +

Low Vision 
International

MagniLink 
TAB

Microsoft 
Surface Pro 

12 6.4 3 0.7-8x + + + +

Patriot 
Vision Indus-
tries

Patriot VRM 
12

Samsung 
Galaxy Tab A

10 1.3 13 2.0-60x + + + +

Patriot Pro Apple iPad 
Pro

12 5.9 14 1.0-80x + + + +

TrySight Mercury 8 Samsung 
Galaxy Tab A

8 1.1 4 1.0-22x + + +

Mercury 12 Microsoft 
Surface Pro 
iOS software

12 6.4 8 1.0-20x + + +

Table 4 . Tablet-Based Video Magnifiers (parameters and specifications obtained from manufacturers’ and vendors’ websites)74-79 
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devices for reading rehabilitation; however, prior use 
of the tablet, and therefore understanding of the 
device, proved to be an important factor in success.8

Once the LV practitioner has assessed all of 
the factors influencing device selection and has 
narrowed the choices, the next step is an in-office 
demonstration. The hands-on device evaluation 
entails demonstrating two or three appropriate 
devices and involves the patient choosing the final 
device. Often, patients may prefer one device over 
another similar device based on their subjective 
review of the optical quality, screen dimensions, 
ergonomics, ease of device manipulation, and unique 
functions. The patient may also feel more strongly 
about a particular device because of similarities 
to previous devices with which they have prior 
experience. A LV prescriber may not have a device in 
office that best fits the patient’s needs. In these cases, 
the LV prescriber should use their best judgement 
to determine whether another device on the market 
would be more appropriate and, if so, would warrant 
a visit or loaner from a vendor for demonstration.

Due to the multitude of devices available on the 
market, the LV prescriber will not possess the entire 
possible inventory of portable VM devices in office. In 
general, it is helpful to have at least one device from 
each of the main categories (Table 1-4) of portable 
VM devices to meet a variety of patient goals. If the 
LV prescriber can stock further devices, then it is 
recommended to consider the patient population 
served at the clinic in question. For example, the 
population of LV patients at the West Haven VAMC 
are overwhelmingly geriatric patients having less 
experience with technology and in many cases less-
demanding reading goals. To serve this population’s 
reading needs better, the clinic has more handheld or 
foldable desktop VM demonstration devices in office 
rather than camera-only or tablet-based VM devices. 
If a specific device is not in stock, the LV prescriber can 
contact the local vendor affiliated with the VA to loan 
the device for a device demonstration. It is beneficial 
to develop relationships with vendors ahead of time 
for easier and quicker accessibility to the devices.

Portable VM devices are a unique and useful 
tool for LV providers. They can offer patients with 
reading goals a solution when they are unable to 
achieve those goals with traditional optical LV aids. 
Consideration of patient factors, visual limiting 
factors, and task requirement factors in a systematic 
sequence can help streamline the device selection 
process and improve outcomes for the LV provider 
and patients.

Case-Based Application
The following case presentations serve to 

demonstrate the application of a systematic LVR 
approach for addressing reading goals with the 
prescription of portable VM devices. Emphasis 
will be placed on both patient-centric factors and 
task-related factors, influencing the selection of a 
particular portable VM model. Keep in mind that 
although the portable VM devices discussed provide 
a representative model from the portable VM 
categories (Tables1-4), they are still only a subset of 
what is available to patients.

Case 1
An 89-year-old white male presented to the 

outpatient LV clinic at the West Haven VAMC seeking 
assistance with reading. His established ocular history 
was significant for non-exudative age-related macular 
degeneration (ARMD) category 3 OU, vitreomacular 
traction OS, and cataracts OU. The patient’s pertinent 
medical history included Parkinson’s disease with 
resting tremors; however, cognitive function was 
intact. Of note, the patient had undergone a 
comprehensive LV evaluation one year prior and was 
prescribed a 70% transmission gray-tinted single-
vision reading spectacle with a 3x/12D ClearImage 
(CI) over OD and OS occluded. 

At his LV exam, the patient complained of 
difficulty reading fluently with his current LV reading 
glasses. He also stated that when using his reading 
spectacles, he had to hold the material very close, 
and this was uncomfortable, as well as extremely 
difficult to maintain with his tremors. His primary 
goal was to be able to read various types of texts 
fluently, including the newspaper, engineering books, 
data sheets, and history books, both at home and on-
the-go. The patient also communicated difficulties 
cutting his own fingernails and seeing his bingo 
cards when playing at the local community center.  
Additionally, he noted that when reading outside 
his home, ambient lighting could be too dim or too 
bright, making it more difficult to see.

Best-corrected VA (BCVA) in primary gaze, 
measured with the Feinbloom Acuity Chart, was 
10/80 OD and 10/140 OS. With EV training, the 
patient achieved a BCVA of 10/40-2 with a 4 o’clock 
EV OD and 10/60-3 with a 7 o’clock EV OS. Contrast 
sensitivity was severely reduced to 0.9 log OD and 
OS, as measured using the Pelli-Robson contrast 
sensitivity chart. After a thorough tint evaluation, the 
patient preferred a 70% transmission gray tint, with 
which he was able to appreciate an additional letter 
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on repeat contrast sensitivity testing. He also noted 
subjective improvement in visual comfort with the 
tint. 

Due to the patient not meeting his portable 
reading goals with conventional spectacles, VM 
devices were considered as a viable alternative 
treatment option. Patient-centric factors and visual-
limiting factors, as well as reading-task-requirement 
factors, were carefully assessed and taken into 
consideration when selecting a device for this patient 
(Table 5). Although the patient had some experience 
with computer use, it was very basic and limited. 
Additionally, the patient had resting tremors and 
some dexterity concerns, but he had intact cognition 
and was very motivated. The patient was an avid 
reader prior to his vision loss, and his current reading 
goals required a high reading rate and fluency to be 
successful. A portable VM device with a larger screen 
that could accommodate more words at one time and 
OCR capability would ensure that the patient’s lower 
and higher fluency demands would be met. However, 
the device could not be too large, inhibiting safe and 
easy transportation. Lastly, his secondary goals of 
cutting his fingernails and playing bingo cards could 
also be satisfied if the selected portable VM device 
provided enough space to fit his hand under the 
camera.  

Within the sample of devices carried by the West 
Haven VAMC, the Snow 12 by Zoomax best fit the 
needs of this patient (Table 5). Most of the stocked 
devices within the handheld category (Table 1) do 
not provide OCR capability, except for the Optelec 
Compact 6 HD, which has a smaller screen size 
common to the handheld category and was not ideal 

for his fluency needs. Since this patient did not have 
much experience with technology and preferred to 
learn a device requiring minimal technological skills, 
a camera-only device (Table 3) and a tablet-based VM 
(Table 4) were not likely good options for this patient. 
However, several devices within the foldable desktop 
category (Table 2) provide both OCR and the larger 
screen that he needed to achieve all of his reading 
goals. The Snow 12 was demonstrated to the patient 
and ultimately prescribed with success.

Case 2
A 75-year-old white male presented to the 

outpatient LV clinic at the West Haven VAMC seeking 
assistance with reading. His established ocular history 
was significant for non-exudative ARMD category 4 OU 
and retinitis pigmentosa OU. The patient’s pertinent 
medical history was significant for Guillain-Barré 
syndrome with mild tremors and diabetic peripheral 
neuropathy. At a previous comprehensive LV exam 4 
years prior, the patient was given a reading spectacle 
with a +4.00 add and 75% transmission orange tint. 
However, the patient was lost to follow-up for 4 years 
and presented with a significant decrease in vision.

At this LV exam, the patient complained of 
difficulty reading fine print. He reported losing his 
prior reading glasses and presented to his exam 
using no current LV aids for reading. Due to the 
drastic change in his vision since his last LV exam, 
the previous reading glasses prescribed were no 
longer appropriate. A comprehensive LV exam was 
performed to establish his new baseline. The patient’s 
primary goals included spot reading labels at the 

Figure 1. Visual field for case 2
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grocery store and menus at restaurants, as well as 
reading brief notes from local society meetings. 

BCVA in primary gaze, measured with the 
Feinbloom acuity chart, was light perception OD and 
10/600 OS. With EV training, the patient achieved 
a BCVA of 10/80 with a 3 o’clock EV OS. Contrast 
sensitivity was profoundly reduced to 0.15 log OS, as 
measured using the Pelli-Robson contrast sensitivity 
chart. VF in the OS showed 360 degrees of severe 
constriction, sparing a small central island of vision 
approximately 6 degrees in extent (Figure 1).

Since the patient was unable to meet his spot-
reading goals with conventional reading glasses, VM 
was considered as a possible option. Patient-centric 

factors and visual-limiting factors, as well as reading 
task requirements, were carefully assessed and taken 
into consideration when selecting a device for this 
patient (Table 5). Visual-limiting factors for this 
patient included reduced VA, profoundly reduced 
contrast, constricted VFs, and monocular status. The 
patient was very motivated to read visually, rather 
than auditorily, especially in public settings. He was 
willing and cognitively able to learn. Additionally, 
he was technologically savvy, having experience 
using an iPad for both recreational and prolonged 
volume-reading goals. However, the patient required 
a smaller and more compact portable device with 

Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3 Patient 4 Patient 5

Patient Goals -To read the newspaper, engi-
neering books, data sheets, 
and history books fluently, 
both at home and on-the-go
-To spot read his bingo card
-To cut his own fingernails

-To spot read labels at the 
grocery store
-To read menus at restau-
rants
-To read brief notes from 
local society meetings he 
attended
-To maintain visual reading 
status in public rather than 
use auditory aids

-To increase reading 
fluency
-To see the whiteboard in 
the classroom
-To type her notes in class

-To spot read labels 
on food items at the 
grocery store, includ-
ing items on higher 
shelves out of reach

-To read the newspaper 
and magazines

 Patient Factors

Reading goals not met 
with conventional LV 
aids

+ + + + +

Motivation + + + + +

Intact cognition + + + +

Physical limitations + + + +

Cost

Limited space 
availability

+

Prior technology 
experience

+ + +

Visual Limiting Factors

Visual acuity (VA) + + + + +

Peripheral field loss + + + +

Contrast sensitivity Severe Profound Moderate Moderate Moderate

Task Requirement 
Factors

Importance of 
portability

+ + + + +

Spot reading + + +

Prolonged reading + + +

Reading rate required
(different rates for differ-
ent goals)

40 wpm 
>160 wpm

40 wpm 8
0-100 wpm

160 wpm 
>250 wpm

40 wpm 80-100 wpm

Working distance: 
Near and intermediate

+

Special function OCR
Able to fit hand under cam-
era to cut fingernails 

OCR
Distance viewing

Near and intermedi-
ate viewing distances

Scrolling

Patient preference: Device with a handle

Table 5 . Factors Influencing Device Selection for Cases 1-5 
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a pop-up stand and/or handle option for easier use 
while on the go.

Within the sample of devices carried by the West 
Haven VAMC, the Explore 5 by HumanWare and the 
Ruby XL by Freedom Scientific best fit the spot-
reading needs of this patient (Table 6). Due to the 
importance of size and portability for him, the most 
appropriate device would need to be a compact 
and lightweight handheld VM, represented in Table 
1. Although the patient was technologically savvy, 
he was already using an iPad visually and auditorily 
for his prolonged reading demands and needed a 
smaller handheld device to use on-the-go. Of note, 
the patient had mild hand tremors, but this did not 
interfere with his ability to stabilize a handheld device. 
After device demonstration, the patient preferred the 
optics, screen size, and pop-out handle of the Ruby 
XL, and this device was prescribed successfully.

Case 3
A 35-year-old white female was admitted to 

the Eastern Blind Rehabilitation Center (EBRC) for 
the inpatient comprehensive LVR program. She was 
interested in attending school to pursue a career. 
Her established ocular history was significant for 
autosomal dominant optic atrophy OU. The patient’s 
pertinent medical history was significant for back 
pain and De Quervain’s tenosynovitis of the wrist. 

At this LV exam, she reported that she was able to 
read with her current reading spectacles, consisting 
of a +5.00 add with a total of 1.5 prism diopters (pd) 
base-in prism OU and an 80% transmission orange 
tint. However, she would require optimal fluency to 
accomplish the reading demands of collegiate-level 
courses. Of note, the patient was technologically savvy 
with her smart phone and was interested in using 
advanced technology to assist with her classroom 
needs. Additionally, she reported that her vision and 
comfort were greatly affected by ambient lighting, 
as well as the various contrasts and finishes of the 
different reading materials. Glossy finishes tended 
to increase glare and were extremely problematic 
for her when reading. The patient’s primary goals for 
school were to increase her reading fluency and to 
ensure her ability to see the whiteboard and type her 
notes efficiently during class.

BCVA in primary gaze measured with the 
Feinbloom acuity chart was 10/350 OD and 10/400 
OS. With EV training, the patient achieved a BCVA of 
10/30-2 with a 4 o’clock EV OD and 10/80+2 with an 
11 o’clock EV OS. Contrast was moderately reduced to 
1.2 log OD and OS as measured by the Pelli-Robson 

contrast sensitivity chart. The patient was cognitively 
able and very motivated to learn LV strategies to 
allow her to return to school and enter the work force 
again. 

Since the patient would not meet her optimum 
fluency reading goals with conventional reading 
glasses, VM devices were considered as a viable 
additional treatment option. Patient-centric factors 
and visual-limiting factors, as well as reading-task-
requirement factors, were carefully assessed and 
taken into consideration when selecting a device for 
this patient (Table 5). Collegiate-level classes require 
an optimum level of fluency, which is typically >250 
wpm, to meet the reading demands. Since this patient 
was planning to use VM in a collegiate classroom 
setting, a tablet-based device was recommended 
(Table 4). With a tablet-based VM device, she would 
be able to access the internet, type her notes via a 
Bluetooth keyboard connection, and download any 
additional apps for learning or recreation. A tablet-
based system would allow her to accomplish a variety 
of visual tasks while still offering easy portability 
between the classroom, library, and home settings. 
OCR functionality would also be necessary for this 
patient to assist with the extensive high-volume 
reading demands for prolonged periods of time.

This patient presented to the EBRC with a 
unique situation and goals requiring sophisticated 
technology. The local vendor affiliated with the VA 
was contacted for an in-office device demonstration. 
The following portable VM devices were deemed 
most appropriate for the patient’s goals: Patriot Pro 
by Patriot Vision Industries, Reveal 16 by HumanWare, 
Connect 12 by HumanWare, and Magnilink TAB by Low 
Vision International. After demonstration, the Patriot 
Pro was lacking functionality for distance goals, and 
the Reveal 16 was deemed to be too heavy for the 
patient’s smaller stature and physical limitations. 
Of note, the patient took public transportation to 
her classes and needed to carry this device, along 
with her backpack, throughout the day. The patient 
appreciated both the Connect 12 and Magnilink TAB, 
but the latter device gave the patient the ability to 
record lectures. The Magnilink TAB was prescribed, 
and the patient was fully trained on the device to use 
it efficiently and successfully in school. 

Case 4
An 81-year-old white male was admitted to the 

EBRC for the inpatient comprehensive LVR program. 
His established ocular history was significant for 
exudative ARMD OU. The patient had no incoming 
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pertinent medical history for cognitive or physical 
limitations. 

At the initial LV assessment, he reported difficulty 
reading with his current amber-tinted +3.00 add 
reading spectacles prescribed by an outside VA. The 
patient admitted that he did not read often, but 
the small font on food packaging, medicine bottles, 
and price tags was difficult to discern even with his 
illuminated handheld magnifier 10X/38D. He further 
explained that food items on higher shelves were not 
within reach, and he would like to see these labels as 
well.

BCVA in primary gaze, measured with the 
Feinbloom acuity chart, was 10/200+ OD and 10/225 
OS. With EV training, the patient achieved a BCVA of 
10/80+ with a 12 o’clock EV OD and 10/100+ with a 
12 o’clock EV OS. Contrast was moderately reduced 
to 1.35 log OD and OS as measured by the Pelli-
Robson contrast sensitivity chart. A tint evaluation 
was completed, and the patient preferred an 80% 
transmission amber tint, which subjectively improved 
contrast.

Due to the patient not meeting his portable 
spot-reading goals with conventional glasses or a 
handheld magnifier, VM devices were considered as 
a viable alternative treatment option. Patient-centric 
factors and visual-limiting factors, as well as reading-
task-requirement factors, were carefully assessed and 
taken into consideration when selecting a device for 
this patient (Table 5). The patient was motivated and 
able to learn a new device; however, he had no prior 
experience with technology such as smartphones or 
computers. Due to his portable near and intermediate 
spot-reading goals, a VM device providing greater 
flexibility in working distances would best address 
his needs. Additionally, the device needed to be 
compact and lightweight to increase portability so 
that this patient could comfortably carry it around 
the grocery store. Based on BCVA, the patient should 
require higher levels of magnification that may 
be better served with a larger screen/larger FOV. 
However, since his main goals are mostly for spot-
reading tasks, which require a minimal reading rate, 
a smaller screen size should be sufficient to achieve 
his spotting goals and provide increased portability.

A device from the handheld category was most 
appropriate for this patient based on portability, 
size, and simplicity (Table 1). When looking at the 
handheld VM devices, intermediate distance viewing 
is not a feature included on every device. Viewing 
prices and items on shelves at the grocery store would 
require a 2- to 5-foot intermediate viewing range. 

Among the devices fitting the needs of this patient, 
the Amigo HD by Enhanced Vision and the Ruby 7 by 
Freedom Scientific were demonstrated to the patient. 
The patient preferred the Amigo HD device, and the 
device was trained and dispensed.

Case 5
An 89-year-old white male presented to the 

outpatient LV clinic at the West Haven VAMC seeking 
assistance with reading. His established ocular history 
was significant for severe POAG OU and branch retinal 
vein occlusion (BRVO) OS with persistent macular 
edema. The patient’s medical history was significant 
for mild Alzheimer’s disease with hand tremors. The 
patient was accompanied to this exam by his wife, 
who would provide limited help to the patient for 
ADLs. One year prior to this exam, the patient was 
given a non-tinted binocular reading spectacle with 
a +2.50 add from his primary eye care doctor.

At this LV exam, the patient reported blurry vision 
with his current reading glasses. The patient shared 
that his primary goals were to read the newspaper 
and magazines comfortably. A near evaluation for 
plus reading spectacles showed limited improvement 
because the patient was unable to maintain the 
proper working distance due to his hand tremors. In 
addition, he noticed that lighting affected his ability 
to read, and he noted a variety of lighting levels in 
both his home and on-the-go. Of note, the patient and 
his wife expressed concern for the size of additional 
reading devices due to limited space availability in 
their home and preferred a more compact device to 
address his goals.

BCVA measured on the Feinbloom acuity chart 
was 10/25+ in primary gaze OD and 10/30- in primary 
gaze OS. VFs were constricted 360 OU, with 6 degrees 
of remaining FOV temporal to fixation OD and 2 more 
peripheral islands of vision temporally and nasally 
(Figure 2). A 24-degree FOV temporal to fixation OS 
with an arcuate island of vision superior temporal 
peripherally was remaining. Contrast sensitivity 
was moderately reduced to 1.05 log OD and OS, as 
measured by the Pelli-Robson contrast sensitivity 
chart. The patient noted subjective improvement 
with a gray 70% transmission tint.

Due to the patient not meeting his reading goals 
with conventional reading glasses or other LV aids, 
VM devices were considered as a viable alternative 
treatment option. Patient-centric factors and visual-
limiting factors, as well as reading-task-requirement 
factors, were carefully assessed and taken into 
consideration when selecting a device for this patient 
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(Table 5). Although this patient presented with mild 
cognitive impairment, he was a relatively high-
functioning patient with a strong support system. 
While the patient had some experience with computer 
use, his use of technology was limited. Additionally, 
the patient had hand tremors, with accompanying 
concern for holding a device or moving a device 
smoothly across a page, but he was motivated to read. 
Due to the limited space in the patient’s home, along 
with the patient’s reduced functional VFs, a smaller 
device was warranted. Since portability and size were 
a priority, a device from the handheld category was 
deemed most appropriate (Table 1). Furthermore, the 
patient was interested in reading longer paragraphs 
of continuous text fluently, which demands a larger 
screen size from a handheld VM device.

Out of the available devices at the West Haven 
VAMC, the Visolux XL FHD by Eschenbach and the 
Explore 8 by Humanware fit the needs of the patient 
best. The patient preferred the larger screen size of 
the Visolux XL FHD, as well as the scrolling feature, 
allowing him to maneuver the device on the page less 
frequently. In addition, the patient had experience 

with the pinch-to-zoom function of an iPad and 
appreciated this function on the Visolux XL FHD as 
well. The Visolux XL FHD was prescribed, and both 
the patient and his wife were trained on the device in 
the event that he was physically or cognitively unable 
to set up the device independently. 

Conclusion 
Portable VM can be life-changing for those living 

with visual impairment, and it starts with appropriate 
prescribing by the LV optometrist. A comprehensive 
assessment of patient factors, visual-limiting factors, 
and task-requirement factors can increase success 
using VM. When the LV provider encounters a patient 
who is unable to meet their defined reading goals 
with conventional LV aids, VM can be considered as 
an alternative treatment given that the patient is a 
good candidate. An ideal candidate will be motivated 
and able to learn a new device. The LV provider can 
then consider visual-limiting factors such as VA, VF, 
and contrast sensitivity. The patient’s goals will also 
present task requirements to consider when choosing 
the final devices to trial, such as desired fluency, the 

Figure 2. Visual field for case 5; OD (top)/OS(bottom)
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importance of portability, and the required working 
distance. While portable VM devices can provide 
improved contrast, variable magnification, and a 
more comfortable working distance, these devices 
can also be more expensive and will require time 
to charge before use. VM is a useful and worthwhile 
treatment option for a subset of the LV population, 
making it an essential management tool for the LV 
provider to understand.
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Visual-Spatial Development in the Child: An Optometric Theoretical and Clinical Approach 
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Techniques and Diagnostic Criteria for the Optometric Care of Children’s Vision 
G .N . Getman, OD

This new book combines the work of two of 
the giants in the world of infants’ and children’s 
vision into one volume for your reading and 
learning pleasure. Dr. Suchoff taught at SUNY 
in New York for decades, and those who were 
his pupils should recognize his work and 
smile. His book contains theory, clinical testing 
procedures, and test interpretation. Dr. Getman 
was a prolific author and private practitioner 
and simply one of the great minds in optometry. 
This manual of procedures is classic but certainly 
stands the test of time. The text covers 16 basic 
development tests and advanced operational 
tests for you to implement in your practices 
starting tomorrow!
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Article  •   The FM100-Hue Test Can Detect Poor Color Vision Undetected by 
Color Vision Screening  

                              Jason S. Ng, OD, PhD • Southern California College of Optometry at Marshall B. Ketchum University  
 Fullerton, California                           

ABSTRACT

Background: The Farnsworth-Munsell 100-hue 
test (FM100-hue) is a color-arrangement test 
wherein a patient must arrange 85 caps into color 
order. It is a well-known and widely accepted test, 
but it is not often used in primary eye care practice 
because it takes a fairly long time (about 10 
minutes) to administer. However, this case report 
will show the usefulness of the test where other 
tests of color vision were not able to give a clear 
picture of a patient’s color vision issue. 

Case Report: A 17-year-old Caucasian female 
presented with a complaint of having trouble 
distinguishing different shades of similar colors. 
The patient had a comprehensive eye exam a 
week prior to this visit, which did not reveal any 
significant findings. No family history of color 
vision deficiency was reported. She passed all 
color vision screening book tests. Additional tests, 
including the Farnsworth D15, were passed, but 
with some anomalies. The FM100-hue test was 
definitively failed and showed a severe (total error 
score = 372), non-specific color vision issue with 
errors in every part of the color circle. The patient 
was diagnosed as likely having genetically normal 
color vision, but with very poor hue discrimination.

Conclusion: The case shows that the FM100-hue 
test can identify non-specific color vision issues, 
even when other color vision tests cannot, and the 
test has utility in clinical practice.

Keywords: color vision, FM100-hue, color vision 
deficiency

Introduction
Color vision deficiency (CVD) is a clinical condition 

that can be congenital or acquired. Congenital cases 
are primarily inherited in an X-linked recessive 
pattern, occur in the absence of any other vision 
function issue, are non-progressive, and affect up to 
8% of males and 0.5% of females.1,2 Congenital cases 
of CVD are grouped into anomalous trichromacy 
and dichromacy, the former being milder than the 
latter. Acquired cases of CVD are the result of ocular 
pathology or toxicity, are typically present with other 
deficits in vision function like decreased visual acuity, 
and can be asymmetric and progressive.

Potential cases of CVD, whether congenital or 
acquired, are screened for during eye examinations 
using color vision book tests, also known as pseudo-
isochromatic plate tests.1 These tests have high 
sensitivity and specificity for detecting patients with 
color vision issues as color deficient and also for 
identifying patients without color vision issues as 
color normal.3-5 The book tests are compared against 
the anomaloscope, the gold standard for congenital 
cases of CVD, in order to determine their accuracy.1 
If a patient were to fail one of these screening book 
tests, the general clinical guidance is next to perform 
a Farnsworth D15 test, which is a cap arrangement 
test.1,6 The Farnsworth D15 test can identify the 
diagnostic type of the CVD and provide an indication 
of severity of the CVD, both aspects that a color 
book test like an Ishihara does not do well.1 There are 
other cap arrangement tests, such as the Lanthony 
desaturated D15 and the Farnsworth-Munsell 100-hue 
(FM100-hue) test.1 The Lanthony test is typically used 
to categorize severity further if a patient has failed a 
book test but performs perfectly on the Farnsworth 
D15 test.7,8 

The FM100-hue test was the precursor to all 
cap arrangement tests and consists of 85 caps that 
form a color circle from purple to red.9 The 85 caps 
are presented to a patient in 4 sets of 21-22 caps at 
a time, each set representing about a quarter of the 
color circle. For each set, the test commonly has two 
pilot caps that are used as color references to denote 
the start and end of the cap sequence. Patients are 
presented the 21-22 caps that lie between the pilot 
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caps in random order and asked to place them in color 
order. Once the patient has repeated this process for 
each of the 4 sets, the examiner records the sequence 
in which the patient placed the caps, and then the 
examiner can determine a total error score.9 The 
patient’s total error score is then compared against 
age-similar normative data.10,11 The FM100-hue test 
is among the most time-consuming of the clinical 
color vision tests to administer and for this reason 
is not often used in clinical practice.1 Despite the 
challenges regarding test time, the FM100-hue test 
has several uses. It can be used to quantify the color 
vision aptitude of those with normal color vision. It 
can also be used to supplement other color vision 
tests in that it can be used to explain to a patient 
with CVD the specific parts of the color circle that are 
most troublesome. 

Case Report
A 17-year-old Caucasian female presented to 

our office for a color vision evaluation. Her chief 
complaint was trouble distinguishing different 
shades of similar colors. One specific example she 
reported was that she could not tell the difference 
between a red and a pink button on the screen of a 
computerized cash register at her work. The patient 
had a comprehensive eye examination including a 
dilated fundus examination in our clinic only a week 
prior, and it did not reveal any significant findings. 

At this visit, uncorrected visual acuity was 20/20 in 
each eye. No family history of color vision deficiency 
was reported. All color vision tests were viewed using 
a Richmond Illuminator (an illuminant C-equivalent 
light source) at a light level of 500 lux. The patient 
was given four color vision screening tests, including 
the Richmond HRR 4th edition, Ishihara 24-plate test, 
Dvorine book test, and an F2 plate test. The patient 
performed perfectly on all of these tests, with the 
exception of 1 miss on the Dvorine book test, which is 
still passing. The color-naming section of the Dvorine 
test was also administered, and the patient correctly 
named all saturated and desaturated colors. 

The Farnsworth D15 was administered 
subsequent to the book tests, and the results are 
shown in Figures 1 and 2. There were ambiguous 
errors with only 1 major crossover over 2 trials that 
was along a red-green direction. By typical grading 
criteria, the patient passed the Farnsworth D15 test.

Anomaloscope testing was also performed. The 
test proved difficult for the patient, as she was unsure 
and sometimes inconsistent in her responses. Thus, 
the reliability of the anomaloscope for this patient 
was an issue. Keeping this issue in mind, a matching 
range of 43-55 was found for this patient, and the 
midpoint of this range was at the upper limit of the 
normative data collected for the instrument.

Finally, an FM100-hue test was performed, and 
the results are shown in Figure 3. The total error 
score of the patient was 372, and there were errors 

Figure 1. Farnsworth D15 trial 1. One major crossover from cap 5 to 9 
is seen, along with minor crossovers and transposition errors. Based 
on a common clinical outcome of 2 or more major crossovers as 
failing, the patient passed the test on this trial.

Figure 2. Farnsworth D15 trial 2. A few minor crossovers, but no major 
crossovers, were evident on this trial. This would be a passing result 
using a criterion of 2 or more major crossovers as failing. 
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throughout the color circle. Based on normative data 
for 16-year-olds, the patient failed the test at the 
p=0.001 level, indicating that the likelihood of the 
patient performing so poorly on the test by random 
chance was extremely low and that the patient truly 
had a color vision issue. To pass the test statistically, 
the total error score would have to be below 135 
based on one widely cited study and below 77 
based on another study that focused on lower age 
groups.10,11

The patient and her mother, who was present 
during all of the testing, were counseled that she likely 
had genetically normal color vision but very poor 
color discrimination. Given that no acquired color 
deficiency was suspected based on normal systemic 
and ocular health and that no congenital deficiency 
was suspected based on testing, the patient was 
further counseled that she could likely improve her 
color aptitude with patience and practice. While the 
patient expressed some relief that the FM100-hue 
uncovered a color vision issue that correlated with 
her chief complaint, she also appeared anxious that 
she had a definite issue.

The patient was made aware that genetic color 
vision testing existed but was not readily available. 
The patient’s mother was subsequently tested and 
was found to do perfectly on all color vision tests. 
The patient’s father was unavailable for testing after 
repeated attempts to contact him.

Over time, the patient’s mother was contacted 
again, and it was expressed that repeat anomaloscope 
or FM100-hue testing could be of value, as could 
trials of filters. However, while the patient’s mother 

was fully encouraging of follow-up testing and 
management, she expressed that her daughter was 
generally withdrawn with regard to her color vision 
and did not want to discuss it any further. 

Conclusion 
This case report showed that even patients 

who do perfectly on a screening color vision book 
test may still have color vision issues that could be 
detected with additional tests. In particular in this 
case, the patient’s chief complaint would have been 
inadequately addressed if only a screening book 
test had been administered. If the patient had a 
congenital color vision deficiency, even one mild 
enough to pass a screening book test, they would 
have had more definitive anomaloscope findings. 
On the anomaloscope, patients with very mild 
congenital color vision issues could have a small 
matching range, sometimes even smaller than in 
the present case, but the midpoint of such a range 
would be outside the normal limits. Additionally, the 
errors seen on the Farnsworth D15 and the FM100-
hue test were not consistent with a congenital color 
vision deficiency. If the patient had an acquired 
color vision issue secondary to pathology or toxicity, 
the patient would have had a positive history of 
ocular pathology, which would likely include visual 
acuity or visual field defects, or a positive history of 
exposure to toxic chemicals. Given the very high total 
error score on the FM100-hue test, other macular 
deficiencies by subjective or objective testing would 
have been expected, but none were found at a recent 
comprehensive eye examination. If the patient ever 

Figure 3. FM100-hue test. The numbers below each cap indicate the designated cap number for that cap. The sequence is out 
of order in numerous places. The red numbers above each cap represent the cap error score, which is calculated as the sum of 
the cap differences between neighbors (e.g., Cap 2 has a cap error score of 5 because cap 5 on the left is 3 caps away and cap 4 
on the right is 2 caps away, 3+2 = 5). Cap error scores greater than 2 would indicate an error. Nearly every cap error score was 
greater than 2. The higher the cap error score for a given cap, the larger the perceptual error.
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did return for follow-up, a macular OCT scan could be 
of value in this case.

Lastly, newer ways to investigate color vision 
issues and specific cone type dysfunctions, whether 
by subjective or objective means, could have been 
very beneficial in this patient’s case. Genetic testing 
for color vision deficiency has been done in research 
labs but is not available to clinicians currently.12 In 
fact, the genetics of congenital color deficiency is so 
well described that such knowledge has been used 
to cure color vision deficiency in animals.13 Subjective 
and objective testing of color vision have also been 
able to measure the vision function of specific cone 
types, and this could have been of great value in this 
case.14-16  
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Article  •   What’s Next? Long-Term Improvements from ICS Therapy Using 
Rapid Alternation  

                              Eric Hussey, OD • Spokane, Washington

ABSTRACT

Background: The rationale for treatment of 
intermittent central suppression (ICS) is a concern in 
reading underachievement. Diagnostic techniques 
for ICS have been previously described, and a 
treatment study for ICS showed improvements in 
binocularity, symptoms, and reading scores. The 
next step is to look at long-term improvements 
with treatment of ICS with rapid alternation.

Methods:  ICS-specific QOL questionnaires were 
sent to 50 post-therapy patients in a private 
optometric clinic who had exclusively or almost 
exclusively used rapid alternation to treat their 
ICS. Eighteen patients or their parents returned 
questionnaires. Using patient pre-therapy 
examination and later post-therapy re-examination 
records of patients with returned questionnaires, 
long-term retention of ICS improvements was 
analyzed, as well as long-term changes in QOL.

Results:  Treatment reduced suppression periods, 
thereby increasing the amount of time during 
waking hours that these individuals are truly 
binocular. Those changes showed little degradation 
over a 2¼ year period.  This was done with no 
intervening maintenance therapy.   

Conclusion: QOL scores improved and remained 
improved over this two-and-a-quarter-year 
time period. Since the ICS was treated largely in 
isolation, and since the QOL changed for the better 
with this single-factor targeted therapy, we can 
say without hesitation that increased time through 
waking hours with true binocularity is beneficial.  

Further, if ICS is treated to increase binocularity, 
positive changes are retained over time. Loss of 
improvements is minimal.  Treating ICS improves 
lives, and those improvements hold over time.

Keywords: binocularity, intermittent central 
suppression, quality of life, rapid alternation, rapid 
alternate occlusion, suppression

Introduction
Intermittent central suppression (ICS) has been 

a recognized diagnosis for decades.1 The concern 
is underachievement in reading.2 The method of 
diagnosis, no doubt, has changed over time, but it 
is still moderately well documented.3,4 The lack of 
widespread recognition of ICS and its effects and the 
lack of active investigation of ICS has led to using 
“missing link” as a descriptor for ICS.3 Although the 
language may seem unfair, in many ways, it accurately 
describes ICS, especially as it relates to binocularity 
problems affecting reading.  

Classic strabismus-derived suppression tests 
(below) were shown to be low-yield in a population 
of intermittent suppressors, adding credibility to the 
term “missing link” for ICS and its diagnosis. Not only 
were these classic strabismus-derived suppression 
tests unprofitable as diagnostic tests for ICS when 
compared to a benchmark of routine testing and 
questioning with polarized examination targets, they 
were also unrelated to each other in diagnosing ICS; 
that is, they didn’t even diagnose the same subset 
of suppressors. That does leave the door open to 
suggest that a combination of tests could be useful, 
just as grouped tests have been used in a research 
setting looking at amblyopia.5 Unfortunately, similar 
work has not been done regarding diagnosis of 
ICS. An additional advantage to the documented 
vectographic testing is that ICS can be measured 
based on responses using various subtests in a 
routine examination sequence.3,4

If a doctor is actively looking for suppression 
when strabismus and amblyopia are not present, best 
practices would suggest that Wirt stereopsis, Worth 
4-dot, and the 4-prism test should not be used.3 
On the other hand, if the doctor is merely trying to 
disprove a diagnosis as expeditiously as possible, 
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those tests should have some utility. Tests that get 
the doctor to a comfortable predetermination of no 
diagnosable vision problem as quickly as possible 
might be termed palliative for the doctor. That is, 
the doctor feels better, whether the patient is helped 
or not. In those doctor-palliative tests rest many 
misdiagnoses or non-diagnoses.

After settling on a valid method of diagnosis and 
a valid ICS diagnosis, the next step in considering 
the effects of ICS would be somehow to treat ICS, 
preferably as much in isolation as possible.6 If a 
treatment can reasonably be shown or reasonably be 
assumed to treat this suppression, but not directly 
treat vergence, eye movements, or accommodation, 
the results of treatment should help confirm or deny 
reasons to diagnose and treat ICS. Further, if time can 
be excluded as a treatment variable, then continuing 
normal visual development might be excluded as a 
causative treatment variable. Through treatment, we 
should be able to see whether ICS causes problems 
for people, whether the ICS is treatable, and then 
whether a group of suspected symptoms and 
problems improves with treatment.

Therapy for ICS on a group of young adults with 
ICS at a Job Corps site provided that next step.6 As 
young adults, development could be excluded as a 
major treatment factor. Treatment of the suppression 
with rapid alternation (5 Hz electronic rapid alternate 
occlusion using liquid crystal lenses) provided the 
targeted ICS therapy that excluded direct or targeted 
accommodative, vergence, and eye movement 
therapies as possible complicating factors in 
evaluating changes. The specific instrument consists 
of internet-acquired liquid crystal “glasses” attached 
to our prototype control unit set at a standardized 
bilateral direct 5 Hz square-wave alternation rate.6  
The protocol required reading or other near activity 
with visual detail wearing the rapid alternation 
glasses for 30 to 40 minutes.  

If other therapies were involved, the question 
remains whether they were responsible for any 
changes. In this Job Corps study, there were no 
therapies specific to other visual functions.  Were the 
changes placebo-related? The travel burden from the 
treatment site to the clinic, 2.5 hours by car in good 
weather, limited clinic visits, which limited doctor-
patient interaction. Doctor-subject interaction can 
be a source of placebo. Placebo can never be entirely 
discounted but would probably be more likely had 
there been more frequent direct-contact visits. Many 
of the Job Corps students were seen at the beginning 

and the end of therapy and then were lost to follow-
up.

With a geographically isolated, suppression-
specific therapy on post-developmental adults, 
positive results were reported. First, suppression 
periods were reduced in length, and time periods 
between suppressions increased in length. That is, 
this group spent more of their waking hours with 
binocular vision; both eyes in a sustained-over-time 
fashion transmitting their central visual images 
intact to the cortex. Accompanying the changes 
in suppression were improved quality of life (QOL) 
scores, improved reading-specific QOL question 
scores, and improved reading scores on standardized 
testing. Those improvements happened over just 
under six months of therapy.

When positive (or negative) changes happen 
with any form of therapy, some effort is usually made 
to understand why, to attempt to explain these 
changes. The theoretical case for improvements in 
suppression with rapid alternation starts with the 
two components of more traditional anti-suppression 
therapies (excluding penalization therapies7): bilateral 
sight and visual motion. Stereoscope techniques such 
as tracings or colorings in the stereoscope illustrate 
those procedures, as do the Louis Jacques-described 
dissociation techniques; dissociate with enough 
vertical or lateral prism for diplopia, then watch 
moving targets, such as a rotators.1 As vision is shifted 
from one target to the other every few rotations, 
the non-fixated target provides a peripheral motion 
stimulus to the eye seeing that non-fixated target.

What does that have to do with a rapidly 
alternating occlusive visual environment? We know, 
or strongly suspect from a variety of sources, that on/
off flicker is a fairly strong, non-directional motion 
stimulus.8 That motion stimulus selectively drives 
magnocellular neurons synapsing at the lateral 
geniculate nucleus (LGN). A fairly strong case can 
be made that ICS is a defect in that magnocellular 
pathway, decreasing its foundational role supporting 
sustained activity, and therefore sustained image 
detail in the parvocellular pathway. With a 20% drop 
in magnocellular activity, parvocellular activity drops 
out, and that is what we see as the suppression.8 At 
5 Hz alternation, temporal summation keeps each 
image “alive” for an additional 100 msec, and the on/
off pace not only drives one side strongly against 
the other but also negates masking both before and 
after each open/on period. The result is a strong 
bilateral motion stimulus;7 suppression decreases 
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and binocularity increases. As binocularity increases, 
fixation should become more accurate and more 
stable in sensation-transmission to the cortex.

What’s next? ICS diagnosis has been defined by 
and refined using routine vectographic binocular 
examination at distance and at near. Data shows 
improvements in quality of life and reading levels 
through documented reduction in the suppression. 
In addition, a level of theory to explain the changes 
in binocularity as well as the positive changes in 
symptoms and reading behavior has been developed.  
The next step should be to look at retention of those 
symptom and binocularity improvements over time.  
Looking at long-term results should also, to some 
degree, answer the lingering question about placebo. 
Doctor-palliative effects of ineffective suppression 
testing may well continue in the professional life 
of an examining doctor sufficiently convinced of 
their testing efforts. However, significant time post-
therapy should help separate the patient-palliative 
placebo effects of a doctor’s attention from any 
actual therapy-produced quality-of-life changes and 
concurrent measurable changes in binocularity.

To that end, this clinical study looks at long-
term results and retention of improvements from 
therapy for ICS. The vehicle to test sustained 
symptom improvement is a modified quality-of-life 
questionnaire. The result is a list of six QOL questions 
that might be used as an easy screener for ICS.  

Methods 
Quality of life as determined by pre- and 

post-therapy full COVD QOL checklists changed 
significantly with ICS treatment in a group of young 
adults.6 Individual QOL questions on that checklist 
in that group also changed, some more significantly 
than others. Those individual questions will form the 
survey tool.

A post-therapy QOL checklist using those 
questions that individually changed significantly in 
the Job Corps study6 was sent to 50 individuals or 
parents of prior patients as a retrospective inquiry. 
Those questions and their significance levels from 
the Job Corps study are seen in Table 1 and formed 
the retrospective QOL survey basis for this long-term 
study. Of the 50 sent, 18 were returned.  

Patients or their parents were asked to reflect 
on these QOL symptoms that might have occurred 
prior to and potentially changed during the time in 
vision therapy. Further, they were asked how those 
symptom changes had held up in the two years 

since. The patient or parent was then to respond with 
a checkmark in one of four columns: Not applicable/
no improvement, improved some, improved a lot, 
and improved but has gone back (reverted). Those 
were scored in the clinic as 0 for not applicable/no 
improvement, 1 for improved some, 2 for improved 
a lot, and if a symptom had reverted, that question 
scored -2. For the complete checklist, then, the range 
of possible scores went from +26 for everything 
improved greatly to -26 for everything went away. A 
score of zero would mean that the therapy had no 
effect. A positive average score from the group that 
averaged more than one standard deviation above 
zero would suggest that therapy for ICS, producing 
increased waking-hours binocularity, had sustained 
long-term benefits. No attempt was made to have 
pre- and post-therapy checklists to compare. Rather, 
the question asked was, now that you have been 
away from therapy for an extended period of time, 
how do you perceive changes from therapy, and have 
those changes lasted?

When surveys were returned, the clinic records 
were consulted to determine start/finish dates and 
the time from the end of therapy to the receipt of 
the survey. Ages at the start and end of therapy, the 
amount of time in therapy, and probable hours of 

COVD QOL Questions Job Corps Study Significance 

3. Headaches with near work 
such as reading

<0.01

4. Words run together after 
reading 

<0.01

5. Eyes burn/sting/water <0.01

6. Fall asleep reading <0.01

7. See worse/blurrier at the  
end of day

<0.001

8. Skips/repeats line when 
reading

<0.001

10. Tilts head or closes an eye 
when reading

<0.01

13. Omits or misses small 
words when reading

<0.01

14. Writes uphill/downhill <0.01

16. Poor reading comprehen-
sion

<0.01

18. Holds reading too close <0.01

19. Trouble keeping attention 
on reading

<0.01

20. Difficulty completing 
assignments on time

<0.01

Table 1 . 13 QOL Questions that Changed Significantly on an 
Individual Basis in the job Corps Study
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usage of rapid alternation were calculated. Probable 
hours of usage were calculated from patient reports 
of usage in clinic records and should be looked at in 
that context: Patients, many of whom were children, 
reporting usage to staff or the examining doctor. All 
subjects had either a post-therapy sensory evaluation 
or annual vision examinations that provided long-
term binocularity findings to compare with immediate 
post-therapy findings.

The same doctor did all of the evaluations as 
the only clinic doctor, so acuity measurements and 
suppression determinations are consistent. This doctor 
does an estimate of change in suppression behavior 
at each progress evaluation. That estimate examines 
various subtests in the routine ICS evaluation to come 
up with one number to help patients gauge progress. 
Clinically, that has proven useful to motivate patients. 
Although a level of inaccuracy or sloppiness is easily 
implied in a clinical estimate, expert opinion has been 
judged as “reasonable” in looking at symptoms.9 The 
value of this judgment is that the estimates can be 
and were done over a period of years based on later 
routine post-therapy examinations performed on 
some patients. Therefore, if the doctor failed to do the 
original more rigorous timing of suppression behavior 
in later examinations, some reading on suppression 
behavior changes is still available in the records. 
None of those estimates was made in conjunction 
with this study; all were taken from patient records 
after annual or other follow-up examinations.

Space was also left on the survey form for 
comments. Three parents added a comment.

Mean, standard deviation, and 95% confidence 
intervals were calculated for the questionnaire results. 
As a follow-up, the six questions that changed most 
significantly in the current study were asked of a non-
selected group of patients with new ICS diagnoses. 
The mean and confidence interval for those questions 
are reported in the appendix.

Subjects
All subjects were patients individually diagnosed 

and treated for ICS in a private clinic as private 
patients, and, as the study was retrospective, no 
patient recruitment was involved. Therapy specifically 
used 5 Hz rapid alternation (electronic rapid alternate 
occlusion) employing liquid crystal goggles. All 
patients had normal, healthy eye health evaluations 
at all examinations. Amblyopia and strabismus were 
excluding conditions, as was post-therapy concussion. 
Although some patients did minimal in-office therapy, 

which would include accommodative, vergence, 
and eye movement work, the vast majority of what 
would be called therapy for any vision, binocularity, 
or reading condition was rapid alternation, done at 
home, not in the clinic. Three patients did therapy in 
spaced segments due to other life and scheduling 
considerations. No maintenance therapy was done 
after finalization of treatment. Therapy with liquid 
crystal rapid alternation requires the patient to wear 
the goggles while alternating, with both eyes open, 
spending the therapy time doing something at 
near that has visual detail, such as reading, drawing, 
puzzles, or Legos. Prescribed use-time was from 
60 to 120 minutes daily. Often, children managed 
30 to 45 minutes. This standard clinical therapy 
protocol reflects prior published protocols with rapid 
alternation.6,7  

Fifty questionnaires were sent to patients or 
parents of patients. The goal was explained in a cover 
letter that the data would be shared in a written paper, 
but that in no way would names be used. A return 
envelope was included, or the doctor’s cell number 
could be used to text a photo of the completed 
checklist direct to the doctor.

Results and Discussion 
The goal in this present study was to evaluate 

long-term benefits and sustained changes in patients 
after treating their intermittent central suppression. 
Long-term result studies have been done on 
similar vision issues but not on intermittent central 
suppression. Scanning a few easily-accessible long-
term studies in the general arena of binocular vision 
shows a scatter of methodologies, in the number of 
participating institutions, in the number of research 
participants, and in the length of time from finish of 
therapy to reassessment. Six such studies are listed in 
Table 2.10-15 Taking those six as possibly representative 
of similar studies in binocular vision, the average 
study is 4 years post-therapy, has 45 subjects, and 
involves 2.5 institutions that are some combination 
of hospitals and universities.  

Different long-term studies show various aspects 
that limit how universally the results can be applied, 
as well as illustrating how difficult a long-term 
treatment study can be. For example, Levartovsky et 
al. evaluated occlusion therapy for amblyopia over 6+ 
years, but if visual acuity “deteriorated, occlusion of 
the good eye was reintroduced for as long as it took 
to restore vision to the level previously attained.”11  
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Similarly, the CITT study group had maintenance 
therapy for 6 months after completion of the initial 
convergence insufficiency therapy.13 Tejedor et 
al. noted that residual esotropia was treated by 
repeating botulinum injections.10 Nothing in this 
implies improper treatment, just some vagaries as to 
endpoints for actual active therapy.

Isolation to a single therapy shows similar 
limitations. CITT, for example, did accommodative 
and vergence therapies.13 Again, that is not to 
imply incorrect procedure in taking care of patients 
(which, of course, is the only “true” determinant of 
procedure) just to note that convergence therapy 
was not done strictly in isolation. Alvarez et al. 
treated accommodative convergence with home 
therapy, but they isolated convergence to a greater 
extent with a computer paradigm office-based 
therapy. Perhaps due to the complexity and cost of 
the use of fMRI to analyze and to document brain 
activity changes with therapy, they had a treatment 
n of 4 and a long-term follow-up n of 3.15 Daniel et 
al. treated accommodative convergence with a novel 
treatment device. Results look good for duration of 
reading fixation. However, long-term refers to long-
term effects at the 5-week point.14 These are not 
criticisms of treatment of patients, but illustrations 
of some of the difficulties with long-term, and many 
other, patient therapy studies.

Daniel et al. did make one very important 
statement: “To process visual information readily, 
fixation should be relatively stable with the eyes 

aligned to the same letter.”14 That statement closely 
echoes ICS theory as presented previously,8,16 briefly 
discussed above as fixation becoming more accurate 
and more stable in sensation-transmission to the 
cortex. In those statements is the justification for 
this current study to look at sustained quality-of-life 
changes in a group treated for intermittent central 
suppression.

Eighteen (36%) questionnaire checklists were 
returned. The age of the group at the beginning of 
therapy was 10.5 ± 6 years, ranging from 5.25 years 
to almost 32 years. Average time since completion 
of therapy was 2.24 ± 1.36 years. The range was from 
0.29 to 3.03 years.

Average acuity at the beginning of therapy was 
20/25+ OD, OS. Refractive status at the start of therapy 
was about OU +0.25 (+0.27 OD, +0.26 OS) with no 
cylinder above 0.25 DC. The range of refractive status 
was from +1.00 to -1.25. The mode refractive status 
both pre- and post-therapy was +0.50 sph. Judging 
from the 20/25+ acuities, the modal refractive error, 
lack of strabismus, lack of amblyopia, and lack of 
pathology, this is a group that would pass most eye 
and vision screenings and many routine professional 
eye examinations. This does add some import to the 
possibility of a simple screening device for ICS that 
does not rely on acuity or refractive status.

Average post-therapy acuity was 20/20+ (20/18) 
OD, OS. With pre-therapy 20/25+ acuity and no 
strabismus or anisometropia to speak of, 20/20+ 
acuity post-therapy suggests some improvement in 
transmission of detail to the cortex. Four patients 
did show some myopic progression, changing the 
average refractive status post-therapy to OD plano, 
OS -0.07 DS.

On average, about 130 hours of therapy occurred 
over about 8 months. Those calculations are based 
on patient (often children) reports, so they might 
charitably be considered a high estimate of usage. 
Average age at completion of therapy was just over 
11 years.

As was shown in the Job Corps study, rapid 
alternation as a treatment for the suppression of ICS 
is effective. In this current long-term study group, 
therapy decreased suppression periods by about three 
seconds from an average of 3.3 down to 0.4 seconds, 
timed during vectographic binocular evaluation with 
near targets, as previously described elsewhere.4 This 
compares favorably with the reduction in suppression 
periods seen in the Job Corps study.6 Bilateral sight/
binocular periods increased by just over 11 seconds, 

Reference Topic N Institutions Years

Tejedor & 
Rodriguez, 
IOVS 2001

Esotropia/
botulinum 
toxin

68 1xH 4.8

Levartovsky 
et al., BrJo 
1995

Amblyopia/
occlusion

94 1xH 6.4

Ohlsson et al., 
BrJo 1995

Amblyopia/
occlusion

25 1xH 10.4

CITT, Optom-
VisSci 2009

Convergence 
insufficiency

70 9xU 1

Daniel et al.,  
Frontiers/
IntegNeuro 
2016

Convergence 
insufficiency

9 1xU  1xH 5 weeks

Alvarez et 
al., OptVisSci 
2010

Convergence 
insufficiency 

4 1xU 1

Average 
Project

45 2.5H/U 4

Table 2 . Easily Accessible Long-term Projects in the Area of 
Binocular Vision

N=number of subjects, Under institutions: H=hospital, U=university. *The 5 weeks Daniel et al. refers to long 
term effects at the 5 week mark. 
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from an average of 2.5 up to 13.4 seconds (for 
calculation purposes only, 20 seconds was chosen 
as the top limit time segment of binocular periods). 
Those final timings are combined with other findings 
to calculate the percentage estimate of suppression 
changes.  

Not only is rapid alternation effective in 
reducing and eliminating ICS, but improvements 
hold well over time. A minimum of 7 subtests in 
the standard vectographic binocularity examination 
procedure4 are factored into the suppression-
change percentage. Those patients who had their 
suppressions extinguished and who gave no 
questionable responses on any subtests would have 
been rated as 100% change. Some patients might 
have unfortunately been left with some residual 
suppression that would then reduce that percentage 
from 100%. In this group of 18 suppressors, 8 showed 
no time-measurable suppression at the end of therapy. 
Four of those had a subtest response suggesting less 
than perfect binocularity, so they were rated less than 
100%, two at 95% and two at 99%.  

Post-therapy reexamination, often routine 
“annual” examinations for each subject, provided 
long-term information on sensory binocularity to 
evaluate alongside the patient- or parent-reported 
QOL changes. These examination findings suggest 
that some loss of ending binocularity gain from rapid 
alternation ICS therapy may be within expectations. 
Average improvement at the end of therapy was 
94%, with the low end of the range at 75%. Based 
on these examinations, after ceasing therapy, that 
average percentage dropped to 91%, with the low 
end of the range again 75%. Three of the patients 
who improved 99% ticked up to 100%. The greatest 
loss was a patient whose suppression score dropped 
from 99% to 80%. Individual variation in those losses, 
of course, should be expected, as evidenced by the 
19% loss above, but on average, loss of binocularity 
gains from rapid alternation for ICS should be less 
than 5% over two-plus years.

To add some context to the 19% loss (and by 
extension, to the other estimates of improvements 
in the ICS), when therapy was initially suggested 
for this patient, his suppression was timed at near4 
as 3-second suppression periods spaced by about 
2 seconds of bilateral sight/binocular periods. 
Suppressions were also seen on the vectographic 
distance acuity chart in the left eye. When asked if 
the maximum stereo ring reported correctly “stays 
out all the time,” he reported that the stereo ring 
at distance intermittently flattened. When therapy 

ceased, he showed very brief suppressions, much 
less than one-half second (“like a blink”) in duration 
about every 10 seconds, with no stereo flattening. At 
that point, the improvement was rated as 99%. Two 
years later at his routine examination, his binocularity 
had deteriorated so that half-second suppressions 
occurred at intervals of 5 to over 10 seconds. So, 
originally, in a given 10-second period, maybe four 
seconds were spent as “binocular.” After therapy, just 
less than 10 out of every 10 seconds were binocular. 
That then degenerated over two years to somewhere 
between less than one-half to perhaps one second 
suppressed; that is, perhaps slightly more than 
nine seconds out of ten were binocular versus the 
beginning-of-therapy four seconds and the end-
of-therapy almost ten seconds. The rough clinical 
estimate of overall improvement, then, was 80% at 
the two-year point.

Switching from binocularity scores to the current 
study’s QOL survey, similar long-term results are seen 
in the 2.25-year post-therapy QOL scores. On the 
scoring range for the questionnaire of -26 to +26, 
a positive score suggests that positive effects were 
retained over time. The average patient QOL score 
from the group was 8.7±4.7. This average scoring 
does not include zero within one standard deviation. 
The ninety-five percent confidence interval for group 
scoring is from 6.55 to 10.89, so this again does not 
include zero. Therefore, the therapy did have an 
effect, and that effect was positive. All QOL responses 
are 2.25 years (avg.) post-therapy. No individual 
question scored in negative numbers for the group. 
Since regression over the two-plus years was scored 
as a negative, even with the scoring weighted for 
negativity, regression was insignificant.

If instead of looking at average scores across 18 
patients, we look at average scores across 13 QOL 
questions, we see the same picture. The average 
score across the 13 questions was 11.9±5.6 with the 
95% confidence interval for the mean being 9.3 to 
14.5. The mean is positive and different from zero; 
therefore, these symptoms changed with therapy, 
and remained changed. Table 3 shows the post-
therapy QOL questions that had positive responses 
to change and the number of positive responses. All 
questions had some positive responses, so the entire 
list of QOL questions showed some change with 
therapy. This also suggests that this list of questions 
was linked to QOL changes coming from increasing 
binocularity through decreasing suppression using 
rapid alternation.
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The thirteen QOL questions returned from these 
18 long-term patients had 106 individual question 
responses of change. No change/not applicable was, 
again, an option. Of those 106 individual question 
responses that were marked as changed with the 
therapy, five individual responses to single questions 
showed that the symptom reverted to pre-therapy, 
just under 5%. So, whether discussing changes in the 
ICS or changes in QOL improvements, less than 5% 
reversion is probably an acceptable expectation for 
therapy success over time.  

Table 3 shows a weighted scale of change on 
QOL questions. Responses were weighted according 
to the scoring given by the respondent patients or 
parents in the returned questionnaires. That scoring 
was 1 point for improved some, 2 for improved a lot. 
Then, in an effort to further refine what changes in 
symptoms are made by reducing suppression and 
increasing binocularity, those five individual question 
responses that reverted were factored in, with one 
point given, since, initially, those symptoms must 
have improved. That weighted count in Table 3 has an 
average score of 13. Six questions scored above the 

Did these change with ther-
apy and have they remained 
improved?

Number 
of positive 
responses

Weighted for 
significance 
to ICS therapy 
changes

Headaches with near work 
such as reading

4 8

words run together after 
reading 

10 15

Eyes burn/sting/water 6 6

Fall asleep reading 1 1

See worse/blurrier at the end 
of day

7 11

Skips/repeats line when 
reading

13 19

Tilts head or closes an eye 
when reading

8 13

Omits or misses small 
words when reading

10 16

Writes uphill/downhill 8 13

Poor reading 
comprehension

12 21

Holds reading too close 5 8

Trouble keeping attention 
on reading

13 22

Difficulty completing 
assignments on time

8 17

Table 3 . Questions and Number of Positive Responses 
Showing Persistent Symptom Change 

mean. Those six QOL questions are bolded in Table 3 
These six questions, then, form a core group of QOL 
questions that were started in the full COVD QOL 
checklist; were filtered through the first treatment 
study of ICS, the Job Corps study, as part of the most 
statistically significant QOL changes in that study; 
and were then sifted again for long-term changes 
from improved binocularity. Those six questions may 
form a screening tool for ICS. The appendix for this 
paper discusses a preliminary study of that idea.

Conclusions 
Targeted treatment for ICS reduced suppression 

periods, thereby increasing the amount of time during 
waking hours that these people are truly binocular, 
and those changes showed little degradation over a 
2.25-year period. This was done with no intervening 
maintenance therapy. Since QOL changed for the 
better with this single-factor targeted therapy, we 
can say without hesitation that sustained binocularity 
through the waking hours is beneficial. Further, if ICS 
is treated to increase binocularity, positive changes 
tend to stay over time. Loss of improvements is 
minimal.  A follow-up to this paper, as well as the 
Job Corps study, will look at another means of 
evaluating ICS and changes with therapy: percentage 
of binocularity during waking hours. Treating ICS 
improves lives, and the improvements hold over time.
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Appendix 

After determining the six questions that seemed to pertain with some specificity to the symptoms produced by ICS, when an 
ICS diagnosis was made, staff at the clinic were instructed to give those checklists to patients or parents prior to leaving the clinic to 
see whether newly-diagnosed ICS did actually share these symptoms with the long-term study cohort.

Twenty patients with new diagnoses of ICS (that is, new to the clinic and otherwise non-selected) did complete the checklist, 
with one extra checklist done by a parent whose child also completed a checklist. The average score of these ICS patients was 4.2±1.1 
(95% CI 0.48, interval 3.78-4.75). This suggests that if used as a screening device, patients scoring 3 or more should be considered 
suspects for ICS. Since the 6-question questionnaire has not been validated across a broader population, broader use should be only 
with caution. However, as a screening tool in optometric offices not currently involved in therapy for binocularity, it may have some 
utility, perhaps prompting referral for therapy.  

 



After developing crossed eyes (strabismus) as an infant, 
Robert underwent two eye muscle operations by the age of 
five. He was left with two eyes that appeared straight but did 
not work together. All his life, doctors told him he’d never see 
in 3D.
Like the four percent of people who have a binocular vision 
disorder, he saw his world as “flat.” Worse, he felt broken, and 
he endured lifelong difficulties with reading, concentration, 
behavior, spatial awareness, and more.
Despite his vision challenges, he became a pilot, master 
boat builder, MBA recipient, and life coach – by first hiding 
his problem, then learning how to adapt to a world that he 
couldn’t see properly.
At 70, he discovered vision therapy – a non-invasive 
method of retraining the brain and harnessing the power 
of neuroplasticity to see in 3D. This is Robert’s story of a 
lifelong struggle and the joy of finally getting his eyes to 
work as a team. As an optimist, he never gave up, and he 
now encourages others to consider vision therapy, a proven 
alternative to surgery.

To purchase click https://bit.ly/2XXnxd

Cross-eyed Optimist: How I Learned to See in 3D and Straightened 
my Eyes with Vision Therapy  by Robert Crockett

.

The Fantastic Elastic Brain covers many topics pertinent 
to optometrists, vision development, and vision 
therapy. This book explains how visual problems 
develop and how parents can begin at their child’s 
birth to be sure that they do not develop vision 
difficulties from feeding, crawling, or retained reflexes. 
It gives examples of how vision therapy used in 
behavioral optometry retrains the brain to perform 
visual skills more effectively.
Two chapters are devoted to eyesight, vision, visual 
skills, amblyopia, strabismus, and vision therapy. 
Other chapters relate to our field, including retained 
reflexes, dyslexia, autism, educational kinesiology, and 
Balametrics. Nearly every chapter has accompanying 
brain activities and exercises.
This book is very readable for patients and parents 
of patients in vision therapy in your office as an 
explanation of why vision therapy is needed and 
what can be accomplished. It should be in every 
optometrist’s office.
 

The Fantastic Elastic Brain: How to Empower Your Child’s Mind 
Betsy Schooley
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Article  •   Implementation of Vision Therapy at a Youth Rehabilitation 
Facility   

                              Pamela H. Schnell, OD, • Southern College of Optometry • Memphis, Tennessee
                                Vassiliki N. Prattas, OD, • Southern College of Optometry • Memphis, Tennessee                           

ABSTRACT

In the United States, there is an increasing number 
of teenagers and youth who are experiencing 
mental health, emotional, or behavioral disorders. 
Treatment for these disorders ranges from 
outpatient, one-on-one counseling to group 
therapy to inpatient hospital admission. Residential 
youth rehabilitation facilities, where adolescents 
receive around-the-clock care and supervision, are 
one option for intensive treatment. 

Many youth rehabilitation facilities have on-
site medical clinics, but few offer optometric 
vision therapy as an included aspect of care. One 
residential rehabilitation facility for at-risk youth, 
Youth Villages, does offer full-scope optometric 
care, including vision therapy, to its residents, in 
partnership with Southern College of Optometry. 
The six case summaries included here outline some 
of the unique challenges faced in implementing 
vision therapy in an unconventional clinical setting, 
including psychiatric, attentional, and behavioral 
obstacles, as well as administrative issues, that can 
affect performance in vision therapy and its overall 
efficacy. Despite the hurdles that arise in such a 
facility, there is significant potential for positive 
vision therapy outcomes, and the opportunity is 
vast to provide care for youth in great need.

Keywords: Adverse childhood event, vision 
therapy, youth rehabilitation facility

Introduction
An increasing number of teenagers and youth are 

currently experiencing mental health, emotional, or 
behavioral disorders.1-3 Among these are ADD/ADHD, 
anxiety, depression, and suicidal ideation. Adverse 
childhood events (ACEs) are associated with mental 
disorders in children; children aged 6-17 with three 
or more ACEs have a “higher prevalence of one or 
more mental, emotional, or behavioral disorder[s]” by 
a factor of more than 3.1 ACEs include such entities as 
violent crime, domestic violence, parental alcoholism/
drug use, sexual abuse, physical abuse, emotional 
abuse, and neglect.4-6 

Behavioral, emotional, and mental disorders often 
begin in early childhood, and such disorders are often 
linked to alcohol and substance use or abuse in this 
population.1-3 Although the rates of underage alcohol 
use are declining, underage drinking is still a major 
public health issue in the United States, particularly 
for girls,7,8 and alcohol remains the most widely used 
substance in the adolescent age group.7-10 

Although the rates of recreational or illicit drug use 
increased in adolescents from 2016 to 2020, showing 
a 61% increase among 8th graders in one survey,7 
adolescent drug use actually decreased in 2021.8 
Despite the recent decline, however, teen substance 
use is of significant concern due to the associated 
effects of such use. Teen substance use (including 
alcohol) has been shown to affect overall growth and 
development, including neurological development, 
and to cause physical illness, injury, or even death.7,8,12 
It impairs judgement and is associated with risky 
behaviors, such as unprotected sexual activity and 
dangerous driving. It is also associated with social 
problems (e.g., fighting, lack of participation, or 
withdrawal), educational difficulty, legal problems, 
violence (both as perpetrator or victim), and an 
increased risk of self-harm or suicide.7,8 As there is a 
known relationship between adolescent and adult 
drinking,7,10 as well as between adolescent smoking 
and later alcohol and drug use,13 such use also 
contributes to a variety of systemic health problems 
in adulthood, including high blood pressure, heart 
disease, and sleep disorders.12   
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Treatment for adolescents who experience 
any of these conditions varies, from outpatient 
counseling services to peer group mentoring to 
inpatient hospital care. Residential care is also an 
option, where youth live at a facility for some period 
of time while rehabilitation services are provided; 
a variety of clinical facilities exist where youth can 
receive such rehabilitation services. Although it is 
generally preferable to avoid having to place youth 
in residential centers, some with severe emotional, 
mental, or behavioral disorders do best in facilities 
where there can be close supervision around the 
clock. Teens may be placed in residential care for a 
number of reasons, including danger to self, safety 
issues in the home (e.g., neglect, abuse), psychosis, 
drug or alcohol abuse, eating disorders, criminal or 
sexualized behavior, or severe mental health needs 
that cannot be addressed adequately through short-
term hospitalization.14-17 There is also considerable 
evidence that adolescents in the LGBTQ+ community 
are at increased risk for emotional, mental health, and 
eating disorders.18-21 The most effective residential 
treatment facilities will include the following:22

• Comprehensive evaluation of emotional, mental, 
and behavioral needs

• An individualized treatment plan for each 
resident

• Individual and group therapy
• Psychiatric care
• Non-violent support and intervention
• Involvement of the resident’s family when 

possible

Vision Therapy at Youth Villages
From its beginnings in 1986 as a small, local 

facility in Memphis, Tennessee that served fewer than 

100 children per year, Youth Villages has grown into a 
multi-state institution with 100 locations. More than 
32,000 children received services in the past year. A 
wide range of programs is available through Youth 
Villages, including at-home counseling, foster care, 
crisis intervention, and residential treatment.23 

In January 2020, the newest residential facility in 
the Memphis-area Youth Villages network opened. 
Bill’s Place serves both girls and boys ages 10-17 and 
includes a state-of-the-art medical clinic. Through 
this clinic, in partnership with Southern College of 
Optometry (SCO), we have been able to provide both 
comprehensive eye examinations and vision therapy 
services. Despite a delay due to the COVID pandemic 
(SCO began its on-site clinical service at Bill’s Place in 
August 2020), optometric services are now available 
twice per week on the Youth Villages campus, with an 
SCO faculty member, a pediatric optometry & vision 
therapy resident, and a 4th-year intern providing care 
during each clinical session. Thanks to generous grant 
allocations, the Youth Villages clinic provides fully 
stocked, up-to-date clinical facilities for residents’ eye 
care needs (Figures 1 and 2). 

Since beginning clinical care at Bill’s Place, 
we have begun vision therapy with a number of 
residents. Although these teens live at the facility, 
we have encountered several challenges with the 
implementation of regular VT services. Most of 
our patients are admitted to Youth Villages with 
significant psychological, behavioral, or emotional 
disorders. As a result, on numerous occasions, 
refusal to attend therapy is an issue. There have 
also been many instances in which attention span 
and cooperation levels have been too poor to allow 
for effective therapy. Medications frequently affect 

Figure 1. Exam lane at Youth Villages Bill’s Place
Figure 2. Vision therapy room at Youth Villages Bill’s Place, including 
office space (far end) and optical area (left)
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performance as well, whether from direct influence 
on the accommodative system or through secondary 
tiredness or lethargy. Finally, some patients have 
been removed from therapy by the Youth Villages 
staff based on behavioral issues not related to their 
vision therapy. The following case summaries describe 
several of the challenges faced when running vision 
therapy at a residential rehabilitation facility.
Patient 1

Patient 1 was a 13-year-old female who was 
admitted to the Rose Center at Youth Villages, the 
parallel facility to Bill’s Place providing care to girls, 
for an unspecified psychiatric disorder. This diagnosis 
presented the first challenge to our implementation 
of vision therapy: without knowledge of the specific 
disorder, it was somewhat difficult to determine 
exactly in what direction to proceed with VT. 
Despite this, the patient had a comprehensive eye 
examination with dilation and was diagnosed with 
bilateral refractive amblyopia, deficient saccadic eye 
movements, and a multifactorial visual perceptual 
dysfunction. 

When vision therapy began, it was immediately 
obvious that this patient’s attention span was quite 
low. She had significant difficulty keeping on task 
and constantly wanted to be involved in any other 
activities happening in the room. (One side of the 
vision therapy room at Bill’s Place serves as an office 
and optical station for comprehensive care.) In order 
to help the patient stay on task, she was offered 
the opportunity to help with filing, cleaning frames, 
and deleting junk emails after completing therapy 
activities. Because this was necessary, it was common 
for her to complete only three or four activities during 
a session.  
Patient 2 

Patient 2 was an 11-year-old female who was also 
a resident of the Rose Center; she was also admitted 
under the diagnosis of unspecified psychiatric 
disorder. Patients 1 and 2 were brought to Bill’s Place 
together for their therapy due to transport rules of 
the facility, so another challenge arose that would 
not typically be encountered in a more typical vision 
therapy setting: one or the other of the two girls 
would have to wait for the full 45-minute session 
of the other to finish before starting her own (other 
institutional rules apply wherein patients are not to 
be in the room at the same time), thus increasing 
fatigue and restlessness prior to beginning a session. 

As a result of her comprehensive exam, this 
patient was diagnosed with spasm of accommodation, 
convergence insufficiency, deficient saccadic eye 

movements, and a multifactorial visual perceptual 
dysfunction. During her therapy sessions, we noted 
an intentional tremor as she would reach for various 
objects, including pens/pencils. This caused quite a 
bit of difficulty for her on visual-motor activities or 
computer-based tasks. She also showed significant 
speech delays, making communication difficult as 
well. This patient had difficulty understanding most 
activities even after extensive explanation, causing 
her to become frustrated very quickly and give up 
easily. She also had a deep accommodative spasm, 
likely due to medications causing difficulty with 
clarity and comfort during therapy. This sometimes 
made completing activities impossible, prolonging 
her therapy and limiting progress. 
Patient 3 

Patient 3 was a 16-year-old male who presented 
to the eye clinic with a diagnosis of major depression. 
Throughout his comprehensive examination, he was 
quiet and withdrawn, volunteering little and berating 
himself for missed letters, which he interpreted 
as failures. He was diagnosed with intermittent 
alternating exotropia, spasm of accommodation, 
deficient saccadic eye movements, and visual 
perceptual dysfunction and was enrolled in vision 
therapy. 

During his therapy, this patient showed extreme 
frustration during any challenging VT activities. 
Even on simpler activities, if he missed an answer or 
performed a task incorrectly, he immediately shut 
down and began to call himself “stupid,” or “a failure.” 
Once that occurred, it was very difficult to get him 
to try again. His attendance at therapy was sporadic; 
he refused to come for several weeks, limiting 
the effectiveness of his overall therapy program. 
Eventually, he stopped coming, as he was placed on 
lockdown due to behavior issues. We have not yet 
been able to restart his therapy. 
Patient 4 

Patient 4 was a 17-year-old transgender female 
who was actually one of our longest-duration 
vision therapy cases. She was admitted into the 
Youth Villages program with medical diagnoses of 
attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder and impulse 
control disorder, and her visual diagnoses included 
convergence insufficiency, deficient saccadic eye 
movements, and visual perceptual dysfunction. She 
was a particularly challenging patient to see in vision 
therapy since her behavior was quite unpredictable 
from one visit to the next, but we were able to see 
her for a total of 12 therapy sessions and were able to 
make progress on most visual skills. 
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During her therapy, this patient showed a great 
deal of difficulty staying on task. She would become 
distracted by any activity or conversation happening 
in either the large therapy room or the adjacent exam 
room, and she constantly asked for optometry staff 
to bring her presents “to remember them by.” For a 
stretch of several weeks, she refused to attend therapy, 
and there were several more weeks where she arrived 
only to leave within minutes due to appointments 
that were not communicated to us by staff members. 
We received multiple reports of her being bullied, as 
well as starting fights with other residents. She was 
placed on lockdown due to behavior on more than 
one occasion and was therefore often unavailable for 
therapy. 
Patient 5 

Patient 5 was one of our most difficult cases. A 
16-year-old female, this patient was also admitted 
to Youth Villages with a diagnosis of unspecified 
psychiatric disorder, but in her case, this manifested in 
serious, potentially life-threatening ways. Like patient 
3, she was also very withdrawn and reticent during her 
comprehensive eye exam. She was able to complete 
the exam, however, and she was diagnosed with 
convergence insufficiency, intermittent alternating 
exotropia, deficient saccadic eye movements, and a 
multifactorial visual perceptual dysfunction. 

During this patient’s vision therapy, several 
observations were made that were of special concern. 
There were several incidents involving self-harm to 
the eyes prior to coming in for VT: she would “try 
to pull out her eye,” leaving significant conjunctival 
disruption and subconjunctival hemorrhaging when 
this occurred. Of course, on those occasions, therapy 
was deferred in favor of a problem-oriented urgent 
health assessment. On multiple occasions, she would 
report swallowing common items (lipstick tubes, hair 
ties, etc.), leaving her in pain and unable to complete 
therapy activities. She also refused to attend therapy 
for several weeks and was eventually removed from 
therapy by Youth Villages staff when she was placed 
on lockdown due to behavior. 
Patient 6 

Patient 6, a 15-year-old male, was our most 
successful patient to date. He was admitted to Youth 
Villages with medical diagnoses of attention deficit/
hyperactivity disorder and autism spectrum disorder, 
and he was diagnosed with intermittent right 
esotropia, deficient saccadic eye movements, and 
visual perceptual dysfunction at his comprehensive 
exam. Interestingly, he showed a distinct type of 

anomalous projection, covariation, upon detailed 
testing of his strabismus. 

This patient made remarkable gains in his therapy 
program, and as such, he will be the subject of a 
subsequent paper. Despite one episode of lockdown 
due to behavior, and in contrast to the other patients 
mentioned in this series, he was quite high-functioning 
and was rarely unable to complete activities, despite 
lapses of attention. He showed improvement in both 
his attention and behavior throughout the course of 
VT, in addition to tremendous improvements in his 
visual abilities. 

Discussion
Many issues arise when attempting to implement 

vision therapy services in a residential rehabilitation 
facility such as Youth Villages. As we have seen with 
our patients so far, these are generally behavioral in 
nature, and they run the spectrum from simple lapses 
of attention during therapy sessions to significant 
behavioral issues that prevent patients from 
attending at all. We have also encountered situations 
where therapy needed to be pre-empted based on 
emergent issues, as was seen with Patient 5. 

In addition to these individual difficulties, we 
also encountered some institutional issues that 
complicated the delivery of regular vision therapy. 
As mentioned, when the girls presented for therapy 
from the Rose Center, which is located on the other 
side of the same campus as is Bill’s Place, they arrived 
together. On several occasions, the transport was 
late, so therapy sessions could not begin promptly 
and had to be abbreviated in order to accommodate 
other schedules at Rose. Patient 5, also a resident of 
the Rose Center, was not allowed to be transported 
with any other residents, so Patients 1 and 2 would 
come, complete their therapy, and return; after this, 
the transport staff would return these girls to Rose 
and pick up Patient 5. On several occasions, she 
would refuse, but we were not always informed of 
this, leading to us delaying other patients while 
waiting for her to arrive.

Similar situations have occurred with the boys 
living at Bill’s Place. The facility is divided into 
courtyards; only residents of the same courtyard 
are allowed to be in the clinic at the same time. 
Generally, this means that each patient is called to 
come to vision therapy individually, and we wait until 
they arrive to begin—whenever that happens to be. 
Staff shortages, made worse by the pandemic, have 
limited the availability of staff who can transport 
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residents from their courtyard to the clinic. The same 
is true when therapy is finished and the resident is 
ready to return. 

On other occasions, vision therapy patients will 
have other appointments to attend that interfere 
with their scheduled vision therapy time. We 
have had patients miss sessions due to therapy or 
counseling sessions, visits with family members, and 
court dates, in addition to those times when they 
are on behavioral hold or simply refuse to attend. 
Overall, this makes planning and flow of a complete 
VT program quite difficult. 

Finally, it is always a bit of a guess as to when 
residents will be discharged from Youth Villages 
altogether. We make the best plan possible for 
therapy, but we always do so with the understanding 
that at any time, the patient might be transferred to 
another facility (one which likely does not offer vision 
therapy) or be sent home. When this occurs, as was 
the case just two weeks prior to this writing with 
Patients 1 and 2, we generate reports of the progress 
to date and add them to the patient’s file, but we 
generally have no warning of discharge dates (and 
when we do, they often change), so having a finalized 
report ready for a patient’s last session is difficult. 

Conclusion 
Despite the difficulty inherent with offering 

vision therapy in a residential rehabilitation facility 
like Youth Villages, the rewards are potentially great. 
As was seen with Patient 6, such one-on-one therapy 
can be of great benefit. In terms of these adolescents’ 
overall wellbeing, and given that the services that 
we can provide are offered as an included part of 
the treatment plan, it would be a shame to waste 
the opportunity to do something, even though it 
is clearly not an ideal VT situation. These youth in 
particular have great need, and we are honored to be 
able to help to meet it.
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Upcoming Events

For a complete list of events, 
please visit the OEP website at:  

 bit.ly/OEPFcalendar 

Building Blocks: Vision Therapy for Young 
Children

Sat, April 23 - Sun, April 24, 2022
12 hours (6-hour sessions)

LOCATION: Over the Internet
SPEAKERS: Jennifer S. Simonson, OD

EVENT INFO: https://bit.ly/335itpa 

OEPF Clinical Curriculum - VT3/Strabismus/Amblyopia
Thurs, April 27 - Sun, May 1, 2022

LOCATION: Over the Internet
SPEAKERS: John Abbondanza, OD & Geoff Heddle, OD

EVENT INFO: https://bit.ly/3Ghqohp

OEPF Clinical Curriculum - The Art & Science of Optometric 
Care – A Behavioral Perspective

Wed, May 18 - Sun, May 22, 2022
LOCATION: Over the Internet

SPEAKERS: John Abbondanza, OD & Virginia Donati OD
EVENT INFO: https://bit.ly/3pYYroY

OEPF Clinical Curriculum - VT1/Visual Dysfunctions
Wed, June 8 - Sun, June 12, 2022
LOCATION: Over the Internet
SPEAKERS: Robert Hohendorf, OD & Virginia Donati, OD
EVENT INFO: https://bit.ly/35T7il1 

Adding Color Vision in Your Practice: A 4-hour Workshop
Sat, June 18 & Sun, June 19, 2022
4 hours (2-hour sessions)
LOCATION: Over the Internet
SPEAKERS: Jason Ng, OD, PhD
EVENT INFO: https://bit.ly/3EXPUII

Clinical Seminars » Optometric & Syntonic Phototherapy
Saturday, August 20 & Sunday, August 21, 2022 

6 hours (3-hour sessions)
LOCATION: Over the Internet

SPEAKERS: Larry B. Wallace, OD, PhD & 
              Philip C. Bugaiski, OD

EVENT INFO: https://bit.ly/3i3EEQI

Ins and Outs of TBI/ ABI/Stroke and Overall 
Brain Injury, with discussion of case studies and the 
opportunity to discuss your own cases
Sat, October 15 - Sun, October 16, 2022
12 hours (6-hour sessions)
LOCATION: Over the Internet
SPEAKERS: Melissa Zarn, OD & Chris Borgman, OD
EVENT INFO: https://bit.ly/3ouvl0s

Troubleshooting Your VT: A Deep Dive into Making VT 
Successful for Your Patient
Sat, October 22 - Sun, October 23, 2022
12 hours (6-hour sessions)
LOCATION: Over the Internet
SPEAKERS: Tom Headline, COVT
EVENT INFO: https://bit.ly/3ifIhn4

Follow-up to Multisensory Model Neurological 
Implications for Improved Optometric Success and 
Treatment
Sat, November 5 - Sun, November 6, 2022
12 hours (6-hour sessions)
LOCATION: Over the Internet
SPEAKERS: Celia Hinrichs, OD & Randy Schulman, OD 
EVENT INFO: https://bit.ly/3Gfwyi7

https://bit.ly/OEPFcal

